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Name of Garden · Country · Region · City

35

35

A GARDEN FOR NATURAL 
WELLNESS

A natural swimming pool designed  
for year-round pleasures. 

Natural Swimming Pond Garden · Eindhoven · Netherlands

Name of Garden · Country · Region · City

Balcones Residence · Austin · texas · usa4
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1 Caption Ne vellandanim rem 
dolliquissed magnatur, cullaut et et, 
ilitatem explaci ducipsuntiae qui omni 
tendae sequia voloremqui.

2 Caption Ne vellandanim rem 
dolliquissed magnatur, cullaut et et, 
ilitatem explaci ducipsuntiae qui omni 
tendae sequia voloremqui.

3 Caption Ne vellandanim rem 
dolliquissed magnatur, cullaut et et, 
ilitatem explaci ducipsuntiae qui omni 
tendae sequia voloremqui.

4 Caption Ne vellandanim rem 
dolliquissed magnatur, cullaut et et, 
ilitatem explaci ducipsuntiae qui omni 
tendae sequia voloremqui.

5 Caption Ne vellandanim rem 
dolliquissed magnatur, cullaut et et, 
ilitatem explaci ducipsuntiae qui omni 
tendae sequia voloremqui.

6 Caption Ne vellandanim rem 
dolliquissed magnatur, cullaut et et, 
ilitatem explaci ducipsuntiae qui omni 
tendae sequia voloremqui.

7 Caption Ne vellandanim rem 
dolliquissed magnatur, cullaut et et, 
ilitatem explaci ducipsuntiae qui omni 
tendae sequia voloremqui.

8 Caption Ne vellandanim rem 
dolliquissed magnatur, cullaut et et, 
ilitatem explaci ducipsuntiae qui omni 
tendae sequia voloremqui.

Garden typology 

Xeric Garden  

size  

19,000 sq. ft. (1,765 sq. meters)

climate  

Subtropical 

Hardiness zone

USDA 8b

Orientation

N/A

sunlight exposure  

N/A

design budget  

N/A

maintenance budget  

N/A

maintenance time  

N/A

7

A landscape gardener creates a cost-effective 
contemporary Mediterranean garden fit for the 

Southern California climate. 

A MEDITERRANEAN 
GARDEN  

GROWS IN CULVER CITY
Vibrant Front Yard · Culver City · california · usa

THE GARDENS  
OF EDEN

New Residential Garden 
Concepts and Architecture 
for a Greener Planet 

As our lifestyles become more sustainable, 
so does the way we interact with the out-
doors. Today’s gardeners aim not only to cre-
ate decorative outside spaces but also to give 
something back. No matter what size your 
patch is, it’s easy to create diverse and rich 
environments for plants and insects, or grow 
your own vegetables or fruits. This book pre-
sents spaces that are more imaginative, di-
verse, and sustainable. Learn how to grow 
food in the city, get creative with native 
plants, and design greener corners within 
urban areas. The Gardens of Eden looks at fas-
cinating examples around the world, teach-
ing what you can do for nature while 
revealing what a garden can do for you.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Inspiration for garden owners and design-

ers, mainly in Continental climates and 
urban spaces

• An insightful mix of images, text, and ex-
clusive garden plans, with tips on how to 
replicate at home

• Interviews with top garden designers and 
in-depth features that explore sustainable 
practices, urban homesteading, and more

ABBYE CHURCHILL  
was the editorial director of Wilder Quarterly, 
and her first book, A Wilder Life, was featured 
in The New York Times Book Review. Her writing 
has also appeared in The New York Times, 
Vogue, Food & Wine, and W. She lives in 
Brooklyn, New York City.

Editors: gestalten & Abbye Churchill
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-990-3

R E L E A S E :  F E B R U A RY  2 0 2 0  

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

Step into innovative little gardens of Eden created  
on small terraces and city rooftops, as well as out  
in the suburbs and countryside. 
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ABOVE Agnimusa ndandan 
imiliquis il eum que porem 
ipsapedipsum in parcil ipsaes 
que andaest est rerrum et utet 
lacea comni tem Itat.

LEFT Corecte moluptate dolores 
dolore dest ant ut dolorest inciis 
quatus, ut maximol uptati ius, 
qui solore ipsunt ipsamus.

→ mollis hendrerit risus. Phasellus faucibus nec 
sem in justo pellentesque facilisis. 

Etiam imperdiet imperdiet orci. Nunc nec 
neque. Phasellus leo dolor, tempus non, auctor et, 
hendrerit quis, nisi. Curabitur ligula sapien, tin-
cidunt non, euismod vitae, posuere imperdiet, leo. 
Maecenas malesuada. Praesent congue erat at 
massa. Sed cursus turpis vitae tortor. Donec po-
suere vulputate arcu. Phasellus accumsan cur-
sus velit. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in 
faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Cu-
rae; Sed aliquam, nisi quis porttitor congue, elit 
erat euismod orci, ac faucibus placerat dolor lec-
tus quis orci. 

Phasellus consectetuer vestibulum elit. 
Aenean tellus metus, bibendum sed, posuere ac, 
mattis non, nunc. Vestibulum fringilla pede sit 

amet augue. In turpis. Pellentesque posuere. Prae-
sent turpis. Aenean posuere, tortor sed cursus 
feugiat, nunc augue blandit nunc, eu sollicitudin 
urna dolor sagittis lacus. Donec elit libero, soda-
les nec, volutpat a, suscipit non, turpis. Nullam 
sagittis. 

Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique se-
nectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis ege-
stas. Ut non enim eleifend felis pretium feugiat. 
Vivamus quis mi. Phasellus a est. Phasellus ma-
gna. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Curabitur 
at lacus ac velit ornare lobortis. Curabitur a felis 
in nunc fringilla tristique. Morbi mattis ullamcor-
per velit. Phasellus gravida semper nisi. 

Nullam vel sem. Pellentesque libero tor-
tor, tincidunt et, tincidunt eget, semper nec, quam. 
Sed hendrerit. Morbi ac felis. Nunc egestas → 

“THIS IS A PULLQUOTE OLORE 
ICIUST, SUM, AM QUAE NIS EST.”
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→ elit  erat euismod orci, ac placerat dolor lectus 
quis orci. Phasellus consectetuer vestibulum elit. 
Aenean tellus metus, bibendum sed, posuere ac, 
mattis non, nunc. Vestibulum fringilla pede sit 
amet augue. In turpis. 

Pellentesque posuere. Praesent turpis. Ae-
nean posuere, tortor sed cursus feugiat, nunc au-
gue blandit nunc, eu sollicitudin urna dolor 
sagittis lacus. Donec elit libero, sodales nec, vo-
lutpat a, suscipit non, turpis. Nullam sagittis. Sus-
pendisse pulvinar, augue ac venenatis 
condimentum, sem libero volutpat nibh, nec pel-
lentesque velit pede quis nunc. Vestibulum ante 
ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices 
posuere cubilia Curae; Fusce id purus. Ut varius 
tincidunt libero. Phasellus dolor. Maecenas ves-
tibulum mollis diam. Pellentesque ut neque. 

Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et 
netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 

In dui magna, posuere eget, vestibulum 
et, tempor auctor, justo. In ac felis quis tortor mal-
esuada pretium. Pellentesque auctor neque nec 
urna. Proin sapien ipsum, porta a, auctor quis, 
euismod ut, mi. Aenean viverra rhoncus pede. 
Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et 
netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Ut 
non enim eleifend felis pretium feugiat. Vivamus 
quis mi. Phasellus a est. Phasellus magna. In hac 
habitasse platea dialiquet, dolor diam sagittis lila. 
metus. Phasellus blandit leo ut odio. malesuada 
fames ac turpis. Ut non enim eleifend. 

ABOVE Agnimusa ndandan 
imiliquis il eum que porem 
ipsapedipsum in parcil ipsaes 
que andaest est rerrum et utet 
lacea comni tem Itat.

LEFT Corecte moluptate dolores 
dolore dest ant ut dolorest inciis 
quatus, ut maximol uptati ius, 
qui solore ipsunt ipsamus.

“THIS IS A PULLQUOTE OLORE 
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Sublead 200 ch Ibusdae sa coris quatas expliti 
buscill acepudit lab ipsam nit endest, volum 
reriae. Equiaecepe aute nonseque inul lupta 
volescit, consequis del intiamus prate eat 
molest, omnissum rest offic toritis nus alitquo

LEFT Corecte moluptate dolores 
dolore dest ant ut dolorest inciis 
quatus, ut maximol uptati ius, 
qui solore ipsunt ipsamus, 
imporibus aut vellaut ut.

OPPOSITE Agnimusa ndandan 
imiliquis il eum que porem 
ipsapedipsum in parcil ipsaes 
que andaest reius ad et omnieni 
scipiet est rerru.

2200 ch In Los Angeles ist Lee Kaplan so etwas 
wie eine Legende. Seit über 30 Jahren sammelt 
der  Gründer von Arcana: Books on the Arts 
 akribisch die neusten bis seltensten Kunstbild-
bände, vergriffene Künstlerbiographien und 
Ausstellungskataloge aus aller Welt. Seine Fund-
stücke handeln von Architektur, Design, Photo-
graphie, Film und visueller Kunst des 20. und 21. 
Jahr  hunderts. 

Regelmäßig finden gern besuchte Signier-
stunden und Podiumsdiskussionen statt. Nach 
guten 25 Jahren in Santa Monica wünschten sich 
Lee Kaplan und seine Frau Whitney mehr Platz – 
und wurden im Jahr 2012 in der historischen 
Helms Bakery in Culver City fündig. 

Für den charismatischen Look des 400 
Quadratmeter großen Ladens zeichnet das 
 Architekturbüro  Johnston Marklee verantwort-
lich. Heute definiert schwarzes Metall das Herz-
stück des Ladens. Durch die boden tiefen Fenster 
fällt helles Tageslicht in die gelungen um-
gestalteten Räume, die warm industrielles Erbe 
atmen.  Arcana: Books on the Arts ist hier selbst 
zu Kunst geworden.

Ceaque accaborrum re exped quatus ut 
liscim eum siti odis possin nos evenis eiumqui 
voluptas sum quae. Ut fugiam, necum esciate 

stenis aborro eveliqui aut que et aut quunder na-
ture volupta tatatec tempediore eostius aut expe-
ro blaborro estias mi, eumenducipis dolute et, 
sincitius etur re, illorem perumque alibusa vello-
rem unt offici dem sit, nissit vit, comnis aut repu-
dit pelesti nonectur?

Agnihil istiuntus dentiam facepta tium-
qua speribus, ut porepe que dis quod et, conse la-
bore arumque cus eum amus, ut fugita nusam 
soloresti alicium aut et as dioruntecte in pressi-
nis res duci volo idem. Nem facero escia int do-
lum rerciunt latquate volupti officilit, conet et, te 
sum faccus aut abor aut officil luptatq uatiae el-
lenem quaepudant omnimus, in prectiossum eum 
que volenis quam, omniet laccusa ndissiteniam 
fugia inulpa conseniatur rate pariatenis et id que 
et elitatatem invenduciet. Etecumen ihicill upta-
tust, ullis sitaeca boribus, et, sim at et labori cone 
sum quat que cum sunt elibus, simolup tatiunt 
ureperrum nonserum. Everum restius. Agnatem-
por sa qui con eos ent molupti undesti nulloribus 
necae. Onsedis tianto et dolorep uditatiusto eria-
tem et pa vitatas exernam idiam alita porem. 

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

Lose yourself in the pages of this showcase  
of some of the most beautiful, innovative,  
and successful bookshops around the world. 

R E L E A S E :  A P R I L  2 0 2 0  

Editors: gestalten & Marianne Julia Strauss 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-994-1

DO YOU READ ME?

Bookshops Around  
the World

Bookshops are powerful places with the 
 freedom to deep-dive into their niches, from 
 cooking to cartoons, architecture to anarchy.   
Do You Read Me? reconsiders the bookshop as 
a cornerstone of the community, where sub-
cultures have the physical space to thrive.
Bookshops are universally recognized as mar-
ketplaces of knowledge, curiosity, inspiration, 
and entertainment. They also promote com-
munication and tolerance across cultures and 
have become destinations for both local com-
munities and travelers. Within a changing 
media environment their role has been shift-
ing, leading their overseers to pursue differ-
ent ways to engage with their customers and 
build local—and sometimes even regional—
support for their businesses. Do You Read Me? 
seeks out the most innovative and beautiful 
bookshops achieving this, sharing their con-
cepts and celebrating book culture in all its 
glorious forms.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Details of more than 80 bookshops, each 

with their own story to tell
• Conversations with booksellers on what 

makes their stores tick
• Insights for aspiring book dealers to help 

them understand the industry better 
• Exploration of astounding interiors

MARIANNE JULIA STRAUSS 
Travel writer Marianne Julia Strauss has scoured 
the globe for the past decade in search of the 
top bookstores. In Do You Read Me? she has 
collected a selection of the ones you need to 
include in your next itinerary.
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un myth. Por
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lar. Li lingues differe solmen in 

fig. 01 fig. 01

fig. 01

fig. 01

fig. 01

fig. 01

fig. 01

fig. 01
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Lorum ipsum  
Donec Lorum

Ssit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo li-
gula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et 
magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam 
felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla conse-
quat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, 

vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imper-
diet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam dictum felis eu 
pede mollis pretium. 

Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus ele-
mentum semper nisi. Aenean vulputate eleifend tel-
lus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, 
eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem ante, dapibus in, 
viverra quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut 
metus varius laoreet. Quisque rutrum. Aenean imper-
diet. Etiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullam-

corper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tem-
pus, tellus eget condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit 
amet adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nam quam nunc, blandit vel, 
luctus pulvinar, hendrerit id, lorem. Maecenas nec odio et ante tinci-
dunt tempus. Donec vitae sapien ut libero venenatis faucibus. 
Nullam quis ante. Etiam sit amet orci eget eros faucibus tincidunt. 
Duis leo. Sed fringilla mauris sit amet nibh. Donec sodales sagittis 
magna. Sed consequat, leo eget bibendum sodales, augue velit cur-
sus nunc, quis gravida magna mi a libero. 

Fusce vulputate eleifend sapien. Vestibulum purus quam, 
scelerisque ut, mollis sed, nonummy id, metus. Nullam accumsan 
lorem in dui. Cras ultricies mi eu turpis hendrerit fringilla. Vestibulum 
ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia 
Curae; In ac dui quis mi consectetuer lacinia. Nam pretium turpis et 
arcu. Duis arcu tortor, suscipit eget, imperdiet nec, imperdiet iaculis, 
ipsum. Sed aliquam ultrices mauris. Integer ante arcu, accumsan a, 
consectetuer eget, posuere ut, mauris. Praesent adipiscing. Phasellus 
ullamcorper ipsum rutrum nunc. Nunc nonummy metus. Vestib
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Sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo li-
gula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et 
magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam 
felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla conse-
quat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, 
vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venena-
tis vitae, justo. 

Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tinci-
dunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. Aenean vulpu-
tate eleifend tellus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, 
eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem ante, dapibus in, viverra quis, feu-
giat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus varius laoreet. Quisque 
rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur 
ullamcorper ultricies nisi. 

Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet adipiscing 
sem neque sed ipsum. Nam quam nunc, blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, 
hendrerit id, lorem. Maecenas nec odio et ante tincidunt tempus. 
Donec vitae sapien ut libero venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. 
Etiam sit amet orci eget eros faucibus tincidunt. Duis leo. Sed fring-
illa mauris sit amet nibh. Donec sodales sagittis magna. Sed conse-
quat, leo eget bibendum sodales, augue velit cursus nunc, quis grav-
ida magna mi a libero. Fusce vulputate eleifend sapien. Vestibulum 
purus quam, scelerisque ut, mollis sed, nonummy id, metus.

Donec Ipsum  
Lorum Mollis

   80 to 100 Europan lingues es membres del sam familie. Lor separat existentie es un 
myth. adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula.

j   80 to 100 Europan lingues es membres del sam familie. Lor separat

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

Architects throughout the world work 
against a backdrop of rapidly growing cities, 
changing societies and climate, and emerging 
economies. But while Western architecture 
has largely dominated the discourse, archi-
tecture firms from non-Western countries 
have been establishing local and global 
 recognition for themselves, often finding 
strikingly different solutions to local require-
ments, including sustainability, transporta-
tion and migration, construction materials, 
and traditions. 

Beyond the West journeys across Asia, 
Africa, and the Americas to under stand how 
local architects respond to a changing world, 
and focuses its wide lens on inspiring and 
truly global architecture.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Breathtaking photography of global archi-

tecture in the twenty-first century
• In-depth interviews and features contex-

tualizing movements and approaches 
• An exploration of architecture scenes 

defined by a younger, more resourceful, 
and gender-balanced makeup than their 
Western counterparts

Beyond the West inspires a fresh understanding of 
global contemporary architecture beyond the 
Western Countries.

R E L E A S E :  A P R I L  2 0 2 0  

BEYOND THE WEST 

New Global Architecture Editor: gestalten  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches 
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-879-1
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CONTAINER ATLAS

A Practical Guide to 
Container Architecture

In recent years container architecture has 
become an essential part of our twenty-first-
century surroundings, with it being used to 
create modular structures for pavilions, 
brand showrooms, retail premises, and even 
residential homes. During this time, archi-
tects have been developing increasingly 
inventive methods of working with this 
unassuming construction material, shifting 
from simple stacks to elaborate composi-
tions. Whereas this architectural approach 
began as a straightforward way to create 
temporary buildings, Container Atlas seeks 
out luxurious remote hideaways, urban 
dwellings, community centers, and more, 
all showing how the humble container can 
put the fab into pre-fab.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Over 20 new container projects from the 

past years
• A look at projects from around the world 

that are providing a variety of uses
• In-depth interviews with leading architects 

working with containers
• Features contextualizing the different 

types of containers available

PROF. HAN SLAWIK 
Architect and Professor Han Slawik and his 
team have established themselves as 
international experts in the field of container 
architecture. He is the author of the first 
edition of Container Atlas and has returned to 
the subject with refreshed insights into this 
burgeoning movement. 
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Project

VINOFAKTUR VOGAU 
Architect

BWM ARCHITEKTEN
Project location Vogau, Austria
Estimated use Bistro, wine shop, exhibition space
Container type 14 containers

01 – 03
The container-rooms of this 
wine distribution center  
and shop plug into an archi-
tectural framework like wine 
bottles into a wine rack.
04
The concept made an aesthetic 
virtue of the building’s  
storage function with each 
container representing a 
single product category.

In order to expand their wine 
distribution center both spatially and 
notionally, two brothers in Styria, an 
area in southeast Austria, augmented 
their business with a wine shop, 
vinotheque and exhibition space 
dedicated to the display of regional 
culinary products. BWM created a 60 
m long and 12 m high steel frame-
work that recalls an outsize wine rack 
and ‘stores’ 14 shipping containers. 
The concept was to showcase, instead 
of concealing, the site’s simultaneous 
function as a storage facility: The 
architecture was designed to make 
a virtue of its storage-place logistics, 
privileging shelves, packing cases, 
stacking and the repetitive look of 
inventory. This theme links the vari-
ous programs brought together inside 
the building. In this way, the owners 
associate the authenticity of their 

products with the forthright charac-
ter of the architecture that contains 
them. Looming large against the sky, 
adjacent to the main road, the build-
ing creates a striking visual landmark 
‘that attracts attention with irritation, 
irony and information’. The contain-
ers, once so well-travelled overseas 
are now labelled with references to 
local products delivered from all over 
Styria and each represents a single 
product category, like wine, schnaps, 
oil or meat. At the highest point, the 
designers installed a wine tavern 
but, in the future, the containers will 
be re-arranged and reconfigured to 
offer visitors both new vistas and new 
attractions.

- 66 - - 67 -

01 02

The name of the Neapolitan-
influenced Del Popolo pizzeria means 
“of the people” and was chosen 
because the owners believe in the 
simple and egalitarian character of 
pizza. Whether eaten with the hands 
or a knife and fork, it is surely one of 
the most democratic forms of food. 
The tiny, slightly retro-looking Del 
Popolo truck—basically a traditional 
but mobile Italian oven—makes 
pizza even more accessible, bring-
ing Del Popolo to the people of San 
Francisco. The pizza truck is kitted 
out with a 2,268 kg Stefano Ferrara 
wood-fired brick oven that has been 
tucked inside a modified 6 m trans-
atlantic shipping container mounted 
to the bed of a Freightliner M2 truck. 
One wall of the container has been re-
placed almost entirely with windows, 
which, when open, have what the 
designers describe as a ‘wingspan’ of 
almost 9 m like a transparent awning. 
In the end, the truck doesn’t just 
serve food, it is also a glass-enclosed 
exhibition kitchen, ‘seating’ pedestri-
ans and passers-by at an impromptu 
chef ’s table.

Project

DEL POPOLO   
Architect

JOHN DARSKY
Project location San Francisco, California, USA
Estimated use Mobile pizzeria
Container type 1 transatlantic shipping container

01
This pizzeria comprises a wood-fired 
brick oven in a modified container 
set atop a Freightliner M2 truck.
02
The truck is a chef’s table; one side 
is filled with windows that open like 
an awning.

- 52 - - 53 -

Project

BRLO BRWHOUSE
Architect

GRAFT
Project location Berlin, Germany
Estimated use Hospitality / Brewery and restaurant
Container type Shipping container

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean 
commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean 
massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus 
et magnis dis parturient montes, 
nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam 
felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, 
pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat 
massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, 
fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate 
eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, 
imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. 
Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis 
pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras 

dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper 
nisi. Aenean vulputate eleifend tel-
lus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, 
consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. 
Aliquam lorem ante, dapibus in, vi-
verra quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus 
viverra nulla ut metus varius laoreet. 
Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. 
Etiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabi-
tur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam 
eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas 
tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, 
sit amet adipiscing sem neque sed 

01 [Page xxx]
The cafe steps up from.
02
This cafe is for an  
eco-friendly coffee brand.
03
A stairwell links.
04
Daylight pours through large 
glazed openings.
05
This cafe is for an  
eco-friendly coffee brand.
06
A stairwell links the  
high-ceilinged containers.
07
Daylight pours through large 
glazed openings.

ipsum. Nam quam nunc, blandit vel, 
luctus pulvinar, hendrerit id, lorem. 
Maecenas nec odio et ante tincidunt 
tempus. Donec vitae sapien ut libero 
venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. 
Etiam sit amet orci eget eros faucibus 
tincidunt. Duis leo. Sed fringilla mau-
ris sit amet nibh. Donec sodales sagit-
tis magna. Sed consequat, leo eget 
bibendum sodales, augue velit cursus 
nunc, quis gravida magna mi a libero. 
Fusce vulputate eleifend sap. 1431

05

05

0505

05

05

Reclaimed, reused and virtually indestructible:  
The gestalten bestseller Container Atlas comes  
in a long awaited updated edition. 

Editors: gestalten & Prof. Han Slawik 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-669-8
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L ina Bo Bardi’s classification of humans as a com-
ponent of nature, rather than its masters, was 
revolutionary in the 1940s, when it sparked her 

illustrious career in architecture. It remains so today: 
Bo Bardi’s work exalts organic materials and vernacu-
lar architectural traditions, as well as social theory that 
emphasizes inclusivity, justice, and equality. In today’s 
climate of kleptocratic politics, resurging nationalism, 
and impending environmental catastrophe, her ideas 
of socially and culturally conscious architecture remain 
more vital than ever.

As was the case for millions before her, the New 
World offered Bo Bardi the possibility of a fresh start, 
free from the calcified political and social systems of  
Europe. Born in Rome, she started her career as an archi-
tect, illustrator, and magazine editor in Milan in 1939. 

Her experience during World War II, during which  
she survived an aerial bombardment of her studio, led 
her to become disillusioned with the prospect of politi-
cal change in Italy. In 1946, Bo Bardi and her husband 
moved to Brazil in hopes of finding a climate more 
amenable to their Communist ideals.

In Brazil, Bo Bardi was struck profoundly by the prox-
imity between humans and their environment. Her early 
work there, creating furniture and jewelry, was inspired 
by the decorative arts she saw on her travels around the 
country, especially the less-developed northeast. Her jew-
elry featured Brazilian gemstones; her furniture, partic-
ularly later in her career, is fashioned from indigenous 
Brazilian hardwoods.

The first major architectural effort of her career in 
Brazil was the Glass House, a domestic space she con-

ceived for herself and her husband in 1951, in the midst 
of a then-virgin rainforest southwest of São Paolo. The 
elements of the house situate it within the natural archi-
tecture of the surrounding forest. The main living area, 
sandwiched between slabs of pre-stressed concrete, is 
raised on stilt-like steel beams, echoing the form of the 
tall, thin palm trees and lianas of the landscape around 
it. As befits its name, the house is wrapped in large glass 
panels, giving occupants the feeling of near-total im-
mersion in the jungle. The glass offers little insulation, 
meaning that occupants are often also immersed in the 
forest’s weather, both fair and foul. Over the 40 years they 
lived there, Bo Bardi and her husband usually kept the 
fireplace lit.

Bo Bardi’s work after the Glass House was more mon-
umental: her best-known works include the São Paolo 

Museum of Art, a museum in the city of Salvador (in 
the northern Brazilian state of Bahía) to showcase art 
and design from tribes in the country’s northeast, and 
São Paolo’s Teatro Oficina, named the best theater in the 
world by The Guardian in 2015. However, despite the scale 
of her later projects—as well as the opinions of their aris-
tocratic financiers—she maintained a commitment to 
the idea that designed spaces should be places for expe-
rience, firmly situated within their context.

LINA BO BARDI

FURNITURE — Bo Bardi’s furniture—mostly designed 

in collaboration with Giancarlo Palanti—varied so 

widely in style that the collection might be consid-

ered the work of several different designers. Her chairs 

ranged from slick dining sets, such as the leather and 

brass sling chairs with which she furnished her own 

residence, to her Arte Povera-esque Roadside Chair, 

made of four sticks and some string.

SKETCHES — Bo Bardi was a fierce proponent of draw-

ing by hand. Rather than working from a studio, she 

preferred to draw designs on site—a reflection of her 

talent, but also of the collaborative, adaptable  

approach she took to creating a building. Bo Bardi’s 

penmanship went beyond the architectural; among the 

6,000 drawings amassed in her São Paulo archives are 

whimsical landscapes and surrealist abstractions.

116 117 THE HOME UPGRADE  SHANGWEI VILLAGE PLUGIN HOUSE  

The Prefab  
Home That  
Could Regenerate 
Communities

The Plugin House concept came about when the local government 
of Shangwei, Shenzhen, started exploring ways to support a budding  
community of local artists and craftspeople that had taken up residence 
in the formerly half-abandoned village. A pilot scheme, in partnership 
with People’s Architecture Office, led to an ingenious approach to  
upgrading the ancient derelict houses: slotting a new home inside an old 
ruin using a modular building system of prefabricated panels. Connections 
are integrated into each panel so that they can be easily assembled with 
one tool, in less than a day. 

The shapes of the Plugin Houses are defined by the envelope of 
the existing buildings, therefore fitting comfortably within the fabric of 
the village. “The purpose of the Plugin House system is to provide an 
affordable and quick alternative to tearing down buildings, rebuilding 
from scratch, and relocating populations,” say the architects. “It shows 
that living in small, historic spaces does not have to conflict with modern 
comforts and a high standard of living.” ¬

PROJECT 
SHANGWEI VILLAGE PLUGIN HOUSE
DESIGNER 
PEOPLE’S ARCHITECTURE OFFICE
LOCATION 
SHENZHEN, CHINA
BUILT 
1900s

UPGRADE
Home Extensions, Alterations  
and Refurbishments

Editor: gestalten 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-699-5

A family outgrows its home. A disused school 
gets a second chance. Against a backdrop of 
growing cities and a changing approach to 
how we live, there have never been more 
reasons to refurbish a home. The Home 
Upgrade takes a far-reaching look at renova-
tion stories around the world, featuring 
grand transformations all the way down to 
vertical houses built on a shoestring budget 
and a tiny plot. Historic conversions celebrate 
the unexpected relationship between old and 
new, and adaptive reuse projects reinvent the 
buildings around us. Exploring the most ex-
traordinary transformations of recent years 
by leading studios, The Home Upgrade is an 
exhilarating look at the boundless possibili-
ties of reimagining a home.

TESSA PEARSON is a British journalist and 
editor specialising in design, architecture, 
and interiors. She contributes regularly to 
ELLE Decoration and works with creative 
agencies and luxury brands. Tessa has 
co-edited Petite Places and Kitchen Living for 
gestalten.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

It is often said that beauty lies in the eye of the 
beholder. In The Touch, Kinfolk and Norm Architects 
present an alternative: that good design is not only 
visually appealing—it engages all of the human senses.

THE TOUCH

Spaces Designed  
for the Senses

By: Kinfolk & Norm Architects 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon mark, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches 
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-978-1

Editors: gestalten & Tessa Pearson 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-979-8

With a little imagination you can see the potential of 
an older property. Modern, sustainable design can trans- 
form an aging edifice into a stunning, one-of-a-kind 
home with an eye to the future and a foot in the past.

THE HOME UPGRADE

New Homes in  
Remodeled Buildings

The Touch is a new collaboration between 
Nathan Williams of Kinfolk and Jonas 
Bjerre-Poulsen of Norm Architects that wel-
come readers into over 25 inspiring spaces 
where interior design is not only visually 
appealing but engages all of the human 
senses.

Through beautiful homes, hotels, muse-
ums, and retail stores—from contemporary 
designs by Ilse Crawford and Bijoy Jain to 
classic cases by Arne Jacobsen—readers 
are invited to explore how experiencing el-
ements such as light, nature, materiality, 
color, and community can deliberately bring 
us back to our senses and imbue every day 
with a richer quality.

In addition to stunning photography 
and interviews with design industry lead-
ers as John Pawson and David Thulstrup, 
the book also details philosophical and art 
history references that reflect the tradition 
of design and color theory. For a deeper 
understanding of the concepts explored, 
The Touch includes an appendix which pro-
files architects such as Lina Bo Bardi and 
Richard Neutra. Heritage design pieces that 
helped influence this movement are also 
listed in the book. 

NATHAN WILLIAMS  
is the co-founder of Kinfolk magazine— 
a leading design authority sold in over  
100 countries.  
 
JONAS BJERRE-POULSEN  
is an architect and founding partner at 
Norm Architects. He has over a decade of 
experience as an architect, designer, art 
director, and photographer. 

“This book transcends the visual.”  

ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST
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Design by  
Hubert Zandberg Interiors

Torre Vedra Ibiza, Spain

Fading Beneath the Ibiza Sun 

←
The blue- and -white palette 
of this Ibiza home includes 
distinctive floor tiles from 
Mosaic del Sur with a wavy, 
circular pattern, comple-
mented by towering cactus 
plants.

↑
Rope, leather, stone, wicker, 
and straw are used to create 
a variety of textures through 
the house, not least in the 
living room, which includes 
palm leaf stools, Ethiopian 
coffee stands, and  
Berber rugs.

This Ibiza vacation home was designed to feel faded and beachy, as if worn 
down by sun and sand. Its blue- and- white color palette is complemented 
by neutral and earthy textures. “I wanted a multitude of finishes from raw 
brick to stone, rope, leather, wicker, and straw to create a base for the various 
tones and patterns,” says designer Hubert Zandberg. White walls and wooden 
roof rafters offset the floor tiles, which range from herringbone to the iconic 
geometric pattern of the pavement by Ipanema Beach in Brazil. The entrance 
hall has a blue line painting by artist Tanya Ling, while the sitting room 
mixes an Ethiopian coffee stand with a Berber rug, and a vintage Mexican 
armchair. Locally sourced glazed ceramic tiles have a black pearlescent 
finish, set against rustic wooden cabinets and seagrass pendant lights. The 
bedrooms play with color and pattern and include a Once Milano yellow 
bedspread and cushions from Fermoie. The guesthouse contrasts a La Maison 
d’Alep glass pendant light with African gourd-shaped baskets, an antique 
wood cabinet, brass mirrors, and vintage Spanish bamboo chairs.

102 103

P R O J E C T  T I T L E P R O J E C T  T I T L E

Caminos has worked hard to furnish the palatial rooms tastefully and to scale. A monumental table dominates the green-themed dining room 
(pages 100 – 101), voluminous sofas and armchairs occupy the living rooms (pages 104 – 105), and huge artworks hang on the walls (below).

Caminos set about 
recreating the 

quintessential “Old 
Florida" vibe that 
one immediately 

associates with the 
Sunshine State. 

—

An ode to extravagant and lush interiors that  
are not afraid to take risks, this new design 
movement proves that when it comes to bold  
colors and rich detailing, more is always more.

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, linen hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches  
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-982-8

THE HOUSE OF GLAM

Lush Interiors and  
Design Extravaganza

A modernist take on Mediterranean aesthetics,  
this new movement in interior design embraces 
sumptuous minimalism through warm, earthy 
tones, and natural materials. 

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-981-1

THE NEW 
MEDITERRANEAN

Homes and Interiors Under 
the Southern Sun

A welcoming, new, down-to-earth modern-
ism is gaining momentum, from California  
to Morocco, Portugal to Mexico. This direc-
tion in interiors combines Mediterranean 
folkloric influences with a contemporary 
aesthetic—taking cues from sunny land-
scapes to embrace warmth, light, and or-
ganic elements. The New Mediterranean 
showcases inspiring residences and vaca-
tion homes around the world that combine 
rustic, earthy tones with colorful fabrics, 
ceramics, rattan furniture, and Berber  
carpets which are offset by whitewashed 
walls, concrete, brick, terracotta tiles, and 
glass. Introducing the designers and archi-
tects who are leading the way, while inves-
tigating the traditional craftsmanship at the 
heart  of  this  movement ,  T h e Ne w 
Mediterranean shows you how to bring this 
sumptuous, sun-drenched minimalism into 
your own home.

Welcome to The House of Glam. Challenging 
convention with maximalist flair, the leading 
lights of the 21st century have set the world 
of interiors beating to a new pulse. Theirs is 
a decadent, louche vision that combines 
dauntless color palettes with bold textural 
forms. Common to this diverse ensemble of 
interiors is a subtle layering of noble materi-
als with classic motifs from bygone eras. 
Expect to see custom wallpapers, elegant 
fabrics, and rich marble, as well as mid-cen-
tury design icons, art deco geometry and 
echoes of Memphis. A new, young generation 
of interior designers with an emphasis on 
personality are creating homes that aspire 
to be as unique as their inhabitants, propel-
ling residential design into the future. The 
House of Glam invites you to step inside.
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Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-699-5

UPGRADE
Home Extensions, Alterations  
and Refurbishments

TAKE A BATH
Interior Design 
for Bathrooms

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-917-0

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-942-2

LITTLE BIG ROOMS
New Nurseries and  
Rooms to Play in

Editors: gestalten & Sofia Borges
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 44 (D) £ 45 $ 68 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-414-4

LEARN FOR LIFE
New Architecture  
for New Learning

Editors: gestalten & Adam Štěch
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-696-4

Editors: gestalten & Isay Weinfeld
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound, 320 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-931-6

INSIDE UTOPIA
Visionary Interiors and 
Futuristic Homes

KITCHEN LIVING
Kitchen Interiors for  
Contemporary Homes 

ISAY WEINFELD
An Architect from Brazil

Editors: gestalten & Sofia Borges
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 400 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 68 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-570-7

Editors: gestalten & Tessa Pearson
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages, 
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-953-8

THE TALE OF TOMORROW
Utopian Architecture 
in the Modernist Realm

PETITE PLACES 
Clever Interiors 
for Humble Homes

RICARDO BOFILL
Visions of Architecture

SMALL HOMES  
GRAND LIVING
Interior Design for 
Compact Spaces

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-698-8

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-894-4

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-697-1

NEW ROMANCE
Contemporary Countrystyle  
Interiors

Editors: gestalten & Ricardo Bofill 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
linen quarter-binding, 
multiple paper stocks, 300 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-940-8

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-936-1

INSIDERS & COMPANY
The New Artisans  
of Interior Design

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-929-3

BOHEMIAN RESIDENCE
Metropolitan Apartments  
and Interior Design

Editors: gestalten & Tessa Pearson
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages, 
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-965-1

Editors: gestalten & Austin Sailsbury
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages, 
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-962-0

NORTHERN COMFORT
The Nordic Art 
of Creative Living

Editors: gestalten & Angel Trinidad 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-670-4

SCANDINAVIA DREAMING
Nordic Homes,  
Interiors and Design
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HIDEOUTS
Grand Vacations  
in Tiny Getaways

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-655-1

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 78 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-374-1

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-930-9

DELICIOUS PLACES
New Food Culture,  
Restaurants, and Interiors 

APPETIZER
New Interiors for  
Restaurants and Cafés 

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-916-3

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-466-3

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-545-5

ROCK THE BOAT
Boats, Cabins and Homes  
on the Water

ROCK THE SHACK
The Architecture of Cabins,  
Cocoons and Hide-Outs

HIDE AND SEEK
The Architecture of  
Cabins and Hide-Outs

Editors: gestalten & Sofia Borges
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-495-3

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 44 (D) £ 45 $ 65 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-512-7

WORKSCAPE
New Spaces for New Work

BUILDING BETTER
Sustainable Architecture  
for Family Homes

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 78 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-508-0

AUTOBAN
Form. Function. Experience

OUT OF THE BOX!
Brand Experiences between  
Pop-Up and Flagship

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-663-6

THE HINTERLAND
Cabins, Love Shacks and 
Other Hide-Outs

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 44 (D) £ 45 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-592-9

LIVING UNDER THE SUN
Tropical Interiors  
and  Architecture

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 224 pages, 24 × 28 cm, 
9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-558-5

THE NEW NOMADS
Temporary Spaces and  
a Life on the Move

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-590-5

THE SHOPKEEPERS
Storefront Businesses  
and the Future of Retail

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-941-5

SHOPLIFTER!
New Retail Architecture  
and Brand Spaces 

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 38 (D) £ 35 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-969-9

Editors: Debbie Pappyn &  
David De Vleeschauwer 
Features: Full color, linen hardcover, 
stitch bound, 312 pages,  
20.5 × 27 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-986-6

REMOTE PLACES  
TO STAY
The Most Unique Hotels  
at the End of the World
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Midsum Lorum

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean 

commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean mas-

sa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et 

magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur 

ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ul-

tricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipisc-

ing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. 

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient mon-

tes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies 

nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat 

massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet 

nec, vulputate eget, arcu. 

quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, 

fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, 

rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Lorem ipsum do-

lor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 

eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis 

dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, 

ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. 
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean 

commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean mas-

sa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et 

magnis dis parturient montes, nasce-

tur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, 

ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. 

Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, 

fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In 

enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, 

justo idiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, 

pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. 

A journey through dreamlike landscapes, bizarre 
buildings, and whimsical interiors floating between 
reality and fantasy.

DREAMSCAPES

Surreal Spaces, Architecture 
and Interiors 

Oscar Wilde claimed that “progress is the 
realization of utopia.” Dreamscapes illustrates 
utopian visions and invites the reader into 
otherworldly scenes that manifest visions of 
idealised worlds, offering a path toward a 
better future. The showcased pieces blur the 
lines between practical applications for ar-
chitecture and design, abstract artistic ex-
pressions, and expand the possibilities of 
architecture, interior, and set design.

The book presents the work of leading 
creatives from across the globe, exploring 
the infinite ways to visualize landscapes and 
the built environment. With their roots in 
spatial design, their ideas present a new cre-
ative current defined by the fusion of digital 
techniques such as computer rendering and 
3D art, and an aesthetic that moves between 
fantasy and reality.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• The first illustrated book to present the 

work of the artists and creatives at the 
forefront of this aesthetic, which gained 
momentum as a social media phenomenon.

• An insightful and pioneering look at the 
world of digital art, which will undoubtedly 
define the future of creativity.

• An inspiring compilation that will serve as 
a reference for both artists and profession-
als in the fields of architecture and design.

Editors: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 208 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 39.95 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-249-2

R E L E A S E :  A P R I L  2 0 2 0  

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 
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 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

The world of contemporary mapmaking is brought 
up-to-date in this revised and expanded edition  
of a best-selling book.

A MAP OF THE 
WORLD

The Globe According to 
Illustrators and Storytellers

Editors: gestalten & Antonis Antoniou 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-881-4

For centuries we have used the tools of car-
tography to represent both our immediate 
surroundings and the world at large—and to 
convey them to others. In our age of satellite 
navigation systems and Google Maps, per-
sonal interpretations of the geography 
around us are becoming even more relevant. 
A new generation of designers, illustrators, 
and mapmakers has been discovering their 
passion for various forms of illustrative car-
tography and A Map of the World is a compel-
ling collection of their work. This updated 
edition contains even more examples of their 
output, ranging from detailed representa-
tions to personal, naive, and contemporary 
interpretations.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• More than 200 maps from around the world
• Maps for different purposes, from personal 

projects to tourist guides
• Hand-drawn and digitally produced maps, 

as well as fun and serious ones
• Inspiration for cartographers, illustrators, 

graphic designers, and people looking for 
new ways to promote their businesses

ANTONIS ANTONIOU  
is fascinated by the ways in which material 
things can be brought to life through 
immaterial visualizations. He grew up on 
Cyprus, where he was interested in colors 
and forms from an early age. When not 
obsessively designing maps and lists, he 
makes his living as an architect.
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Influential director and photographer Floria 
Sigismondi showcases new images of the  
biggest names in music and in Hollywood.

Editors: gestalten & Floria Sigismondi 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 192 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 45 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-975-0

Floria Sigismondi is a world-renowned crea tor 
of film, music videos, and photography, 
whose compelling visual narratives have de-
fined the cultural zeitgeist over the course of 
her 25-year career as a director and 
photographer. 

Her coveted eye incorporates the ethereal 
and the mysterious, the whimsical and the 
grotesque, always commanding profound 
aesthetic elements to illuminate a story.

Floria’s directing ranges from iconic music  
videos for David Bowie, Justin Timberlake, 
Katy Perry, Marilyn Manson, Pink, Muse, 
and The White Stripes to episodes of the 
hit series American Gods, The Handmaid’s 
Tale, and Daredevil. Her feature film credits  
include The Runaways starring Kristen 
Stewart and Dakota Fanning, and The 
Tur ning with Mackenzie Davis, Finn 
Wolfhard and Brooklynn Prince.

Eat the Sun is a star-studded kaleidoscope 
of Floria Sigismondi’s top achievements, a 
provocative portfolio that highlights the 
powerful imagery that has made her one of 
the best in the industry.

FLORIA SIGISMONDI  
was born in Italy and raised in Canada. She 
now lives between Los Angeles, Toronto, and 
New York City. Sigismondi has distinguished 
herself as one of the preeminent directors 
working today, with a surrealist, gothic 
aesthetic that defines her feature films,  
TV shows, and music videos. 

“trippy new photo book”  

I-D VICE

EAT THE SUN

Floria Sigismondi

B A C K L I S T V I S U A L  C U LT U R E

CHANGE OR DIETRANSFORMATIONS IN THE WORLD OF INFORMATION68 69

CASE STUDY FEUILLETON & DESPORTS

new, it is the cornerstone of Granta, 
the British magazine, and also 
of American magazines like the 
Believer or McSweeney’s.
Our review is quite expensive (15 
euros) and requires readers to 
invest in their own press. We have a 
genuine interest in production and a 
strong distribution network that has 
defied conventional marketing rules 
for the last five years to find its very 
own curious readership and carve 
out its place in the French media 
landscape.
In our country, the Lang Law, named 
after a former minister of culture, 
allows publishers to set a fixed 
price for books, thus enabling the 
network of independent bookstores 
to survive the arrival of chain 
bookstores. The size of this network 
largely explains the success of our 
kind of publication. But the question 
is whether this model would work 
in a country where the network is 
dominated by chain stores.
For almost two years now we 
have been trying to present a 
different face of journalism and the 
publishing industry. We hope to 
show soon, through new projects, 
that the newstands model is not 
dead, and that there is a future for 
quality magazines.
The only requirement is the will 
to make it happen and to find the 
means to succeed.

7–8. Cover Desports 1 by Mike 
Lemanski, table of contents 
designed by Gr20 Paris
9. Desports 1: Opening spread of 
an article about Panini, designed 
by Gr20 Paris
10. Desports 1: Opening spread of a  
Don DeLillo short story, illustration 
by Cyriac
11. Desports 1: Section opening 
spread designed by Gr20 Paris
12. Desports 1: Opening spread 
of an article about Jean-Marie 
Balestre

7

8

9

10

11

12

Editors: gestalten & Javier Errea 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
linen quarter binding, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-919-4

VISUAL JOURNALISM
Infographics from the  
World’s Best Newsrooms  
and Designers

By: Francesco Franchi & Christian Rocca
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 68 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-631-5

THE INTELLIGENT  
LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE
Smart Editorial Design,  
Ideas and Journalism

By: Francesco Franchi
Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
18.6 × 30 cm, 7 ¼ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 78 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-468-7

DESIGNING NEWS
Changing the World of  
Editorial Design and 
Information Graphics

NEWSPAPER DESIGN 
Editorial Design from  
the World’s Best Newsrooms

Editors: gestalten & Javier Errea 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
linen quarter binding,
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-536-3
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By: Erling Kagge
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 192 pages,  
17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 39.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-579-0

A POOR COLLECTOR’S  
GUIDE TO BUYING  
GREAT ART

Editors: gestalten & John O’Reilly 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 400 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 39.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-587-5

ILLUSIVE
Contemporary  
Illustration Part Four

LOS LOGOS 8

Editors: gestalten & Jonas Herfurth
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 400 pages,  
24 × 19 cm, 9 ½ × 7 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-694-0

Editors: gestalten & Nina C. Müller, 
George Popov & Anna Sinofzik 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 400 pages,  
24 × 19 cm, 9 ½ × 7 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 49.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-546-2

LOS LOGOS 7

Editors: gestalten & Antonis Antoniou
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-881-4

A MAP OF THE WORLD
The World According  
to Illustrators and Storytellers

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, flexicover,  
stitch bound, 160 pages,  
16 × 21 cm, 6 ¼ × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 26.99 $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-346-8

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, flexicover,  
240 pages, 21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 37.50 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-443-4

TAXING ART 
When Objects Travel

CAUSE AND EFFECT
Visualizing Sustainability

Editors: gestalten & Anna Lena Schiller
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  
192 pages, 24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-656-8

By: Behance
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 
288 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-538-7

GRAPHIC RECORDING
Live Illustrations for Meetings, 
Conferences and Workshops

UPSTART!
Visual Identities for  
Start-ups and  
New Businesses 

SUPER-MODIFIED
The Behance Book  
of Creative Work

Editors: gestalten & Anna Sinofzik
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-556-1

START ME UP!
New Branding 
for  Businesses

Editors: Tim Finke, Sebastian  
Manger & Stefan Fichtel
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, incl. free video downloads,  
208 pages, 24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 78 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-415-1

INFORMOTION 
Animated Infographics

Editors: gestalten & Nicholas Felton 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-645-2

PHOTOVIZ 
Visualizing  Information  
Through Photography

Editor: gestalten & Anna Sinofzik 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 65 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-581-3

THE STILL LIFE
In Product Presentation  
and Editorial Design

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-920-0

YOU’RE INVITED! 
Invitation Design 
for Every Occasion

Editors: gestalten & Anna Sinofzik
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-954-5

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-695-7

VISUAL FEAST
Contemporary Food Staging  
and Photography
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quissitin rerchit moluptatus reperum nem quae ap-
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Pudae repudi sed molliqu iatumquo consequamusa 
core qui volut esequiae sum quae. Ignimet estrum 
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lendi sapides tionseque dolum aliquatiis quid 
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Clean 
Use

Qui voluptas modi atem voluptio minciae vo-
lupta si ditatem. Posam, volum eosam con 
cor ma apercit, num est rernatur maximus, 

unt fuga. Itat eum BURIS  Inverchi, qui. 
Iqui dolor pilont restius rest eatias inctota 

rernatur maximus spercia num, ut occae et .
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eos doloria andigendipis illit, que net 
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venist lam voloribus reiciantiunt ma aut dento opta-
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umquias serione sciaessequi utae pratum faccae ali-
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The Langa rope hang- 
ing incorporates metalwork  
and weaving, the two main  

artisanal techniques used in 
the Frugal Collection.

“Ducit aut 
ommolorrum 

consequae 
evenim qui 
offictis et 
molum, et 

alique doluptis 
con pel is 

eseque imag-
nit, tem haria.“

Blue 
Chips
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Udaerae caboritatum earum resto doluptu rectet 
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Today, weed is en vogue and has evolved into a good-
looking business. High on Design showcases the new 
brands, designs and creators behind this revolution. 

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

R E L E A S E :  M AY  2 0 2 0  

Editors: gestalten &  
Santiago Rodriguez Tarditi  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-880-7

HIGH ON DESIGN

The New Cannabis Culture 

While cannabis is a recreational drug still 
strongly associated with Western subcul-
ture, it has recently become a huge industry. 
Over the past few years, consuming the herb 
and using its derivatives have become legal 
in several countries, and a wave of entrepre-
neurs has come through, looking to generate 
and cash in on a new generation of consum-
ers. Through insightful texts, High on Design 
reflects on the novel aesthetics, people, and 
trends of contemporary cannabis culture, 
and provides a wider view of the phenom-
enon. Addiction, crime, science, the market-
ing of weed as a booster of creativity and a 
medical aid, and the use of hemp in clothing 
are all considered. 

WHAT TO EXPECT
• The coolest brands, the slickest products, 

and the boldest business owners in the 
industry

• A publication for a design-savvy and en-
trepreneurial audience

• A contemporary take on the market at a 
time of constant media coverage of the 
topic

SANTIAGO RODRIGUEZ TARDITI 
is a writer and creative director. He has lived in 
Milan, Bogotá, London, New York, Miami, and 
Berlin, working for titles such as Monocle and 
companies such as HoneyLab. Currently based 
in LA, he is gestalten’s editor-at-large.
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Mamoru Yoneda is the head of the Kishuu 
Seizao Kumiai, an artisan union of sorts numbering 
35 members, albeit not all of them are still in busi-
ness, specialised in the making of Kishuu Herazao, 
or bamboo fishing rods. His workshop sits nears 
the banks of the Kinokawa River, although that has 
nothing to do with the rods he makes. Herazao are 
traditionally a type of rod built to catch herabuna, 
or deepbodied carp, a lake dwelling fish that feeds 
primarily on plankton. 

The town of Hashimoto itself sits at the foothills 
of the world heritage Koya-san Temple settlement 
in Wakayama Prefecture and has a population of 
roughly 60,000. It’s a distinctly middle-of-the-way 
town - travellers might pass through on their way 
to the breathtaking Buddhist temple complex, or 
transfer there for the direct train into Namba, the 
heart of Osaka, yet Hashimoto is a home to this 
nationally recognized traditional craft.

The story of herazao begins in Osaka around 
Meiji 15, when a man named Shoji Mizoguchi 
made the first bamboo fishing rod in the area. The 
rods he made were not made for catching herabuna 
in particular, however compared to other local fish, 
one could catch the herabuna year round, so the 
name stuck. 

It was his son Shonosuke and his son’s appren-
tice Goro Tsubai however, who brought the 
bamboo rods to Wakayama itself and made it its 
home. In search of better materials to craft with, 
the pair alighted upon Koyadake (Koya Bamboo) 
as a material without parallel in creating these rods. 
This particular breed of bamboo which are found 
in abundance in the forests of Mt Koya, grow tall 
(�10m) and thin, with a substantial wall thickness 
that ensures the right amount of flex and durability. 
Of course, Goro, once he discovered this breed of 
bamboo, moved his entire practice there, and thus 
the Kishuu Herazao was born. 70� of the nations 
bamboo rods are produced here, and every one of 
the saoshi (rod artisans) in this area can trace their 
craftsmanship lineage back to Goro Tsubai and his 
two disciples. 

Saoshi are different to other craftsmen in 
that they go by a moniker or a craftsman name. 
Mamoru Yoneda for example is known as Zuiun, 
which translates as ‘lucky cloud’. His father Teruaki 
Yoneda who was considered one of the greats of his 
generation is known as Eikanshi (heroic fishing rod 
master). Mamoru learned the craft from his father 
and was also taught a love of fishing as well. ‘You 
could say this craft is an extension of my hobby’ 
he says. Through this he is able to craft rods that a 
seasoned fisherman like himself would find a joy to 
use. At 60 years of age, he has been involved in this 
craft for 37 years.

The process of crafting a rod from scratch 
relies on a keen ability to distinguish high quality 
bamboo. To this day, it is still locally sourced.
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Mamoru Yoneda is the head of the Kishuu Seizao 
Kumiai, an artisan union of sorts numbering 35 
members, albeit not all of them are still in business, 
specialised in the making of Kishuu Herazao, or 
bamboo fishing rods. His workshop sits nears the 
banks of the Kinokawa River, although that has 
nothing to do with the rods he makes. Herazao are 
traditionally a type of rod built to catch herabuna, 
or deepbodied carp, a lake dwelling fish that feeds 
primarily on plankton. 

The town of Hashimoto itself sits at the foothills 
of the world heritage Koya-san Temple settlement 
in Wakayama Prefecture and has a population of 
roughly 60,000. It’s a distinctly middle-of-the-way 
town - travellers might pass through on their way 
to the breathtaking Buddhist temple complex, or 
transfer there for the direct train into Namba, the 
heart of Osaka, yet Hashimoto is a home to this 
nationally recognized traditional craft.

The story of herazao begins in Osaka around 
Meiji 15, when a man named Shoji Mizoguchi 
made the first bamboo fishing rod in the area. The 
rods he made were not made for catching herabuna 
in particular, however compared to other local fish, 
one could catch the herabuna year round, so the 
name stuck. 

It was his son Shonosuke and his son’s appren-
tice Goro Tsubai however, who brought the 
bamboo rods to Wakayama itself and made it its 
home. In search of better materials to craft with, 
the pair alighted upon Koyadake (Koya Bamboo) 
as a material without parallel in creating these rods. 
This particular breed of bamboo which are found 
in abundance in the forests of Mt Koya, grow tall 
(�10m) and thin, with a substantial wall thickness 

This festive decoration depicts scenes 
from Kabuki or kimono-clad women 
with hand-drawn faces and silk collage.
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that ensures the right amount of flex and durability. 
Of course, Goro, once he discovered this breed of 
bamboo, moved his entire practice there, and thus 
the Kishuu Herazao was born. 70� of the nations 
bamboo rods are produced here, and every one of 
the saoshi (rod artisans) in this area can trace their 
craftsmanship lineage back to Goro Tsubai and his 
two disciples. 

Saoshi are different to other craftsmen in 
that they go by a moniker or a craftsman name. 
Mamoru Yoneda for example is known as Zuiun, 
which translates as ‘lucky cloud’. His father Teruaki 
Yoneda who was considered one of the greats of his 
generation is known as Eikanshi (heroic fishing rod 
master). Mamoru learned the craft from his father 
and was also taught a love of fishing as well. ‘You 
could say this craft is an extension of my hobby’ 
he says. Through this he is able to craft rods that a 
seasoned fisherman like himself would find a joy to 
use. At 60 years of age, he has been involved in this 
craft for 37 years.

The process of crafting a rod from scratch 
relies on a keen ability to distinguish high quality 
bamboo. To this day, it is still locally sourced from 
the mountains around Hashimoto, and the crafting 
process has not changed from the first time Shoji 
Mizoguchi made them 150 years ago. 

He begins by sorting a pile of bamboo cuttings, 
f lexing them one by one to determine suitability for 
crafting. Then, Yoneda gently heats each bamboo 
stick using a special stove filled with lightly smoul-
dering binchotan, or Japanese charcoal. Once the 
bamboo is hot enough he gently straightens it out 
using a hook-like tool called tamegi - a unique 
instrument specially developed for this craft. 
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down to the middle in 8 perfectly even segments. 
A few minutes later and a series of deft cuts render 
those segments into even thinner versions. This 
process continues until the tines are about a mil-
limeter thick. 

After the tines are soaked the tips are then 
further shaved to an exacting thinness - a pro-
cess called ajikezuri (literally translated as ‘f lavor 
shaving’), because the quality of the tines - their 
strength, their springiness and thinness has a 
direct relationship to the taste of the green tea. To 
provide the final finishing touch, Tanimura-san 
curves each of the 70 to 120 tines individually 
using a wooden blade akin to a letter opener. This 
process is to make it more difficult for the matcha 
powder to stick to the whisk. The resulting tea 
whisk is beautifully symmetrical, more akin to a 
f lower than the stick that it used to be. ‘It’s impos-
sible for me to imagine the tea whisk as anything 
other than a handcrafted instrument,’ Tanimura-
san says. 

Although looking like an ornament, 
Tanimura-san is quick to remind that at the end 
of the day these whisks are utilitarian tools for tea 
ceremony practitioners to use and discard once 
worn out. The basic design for whisks in Japan has 
not changed for hundreds of years, but Tanimura-
san feels that there is room for improvement. ‘It’s 
important for me to maintain the quality of the 
craftsmanship that my ancestors have achieved,’ 
he says, ‘but also to find ways to make it easier to 
use. So the joy of making them is when a customer 
tells me it lasted a long time, or it was easy to use.’ 

S A M P L E  C O V E R 

In an era where global interest in handmade, 
small-batch products is heightening as a re-
sponse to mass production, Handmade in 
Japan takes a look inside the workshops of 
the country’s artisans, revealing their endless 
pursuit of excellence, and what it means to 
dedicate one’s life to the stewardship of ir-
replaceable cultural heritage. International 
readers with an appreciation for handmade 
processes using sustainable materials will 
find inspiration in the exploration of craft 
ecosystems, such as the harvesting of natural 
lacquer in Iwate. Likewise, those who admire 
skill and beauty will enjoy discovering the 
lengths these makers go to in ensuring every 
product is perfect. 

WHAT TO EXPECT
• A look at the skilled craftspeople of Japan’s

diverse regions, with unique insights into
their traditions and how they work

• Additional texts from experts on the his-
tory of Japanese crafts

• A book for people interested in Japan and
Japanese culture, as well as crafts in general

IRWIN WONG  
is an editorial and commercial photographer 
based in Tokyo. Originally from Melbourne, 
Australia, he moved to Japan in 2005. He 
developed an interest in craftsmanship after 
photographing several artisans at work. His 
clients include Apple, The Washington Post, 
Forbes, and Nike. 

Discover the exceptional artistry and rich  
traditions being kept alive by Japanese artisans 
in the twenty-first century.

Editors: gestalten & Irwin Wong 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches Price: 
€ 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) ISBN: 
978-3-89955-992-7

R E  L E A S E  :  M A  R C H  2 0 2 0  

HANDMADE IN JAPAN

The Pursuit of Perfection 
in Traditional Crafts

S A M P L E  C O V E R 
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Editors: gestalten & Kari Molvar  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-995-8

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

A showcase of the current culture and architecture, 
protagonists and ideas, and treatments and aims of 
twenty-first-century wellness.  

BE WELL

New Spa and Bath Culture 
and the Art of Being Well

One of life’s greatest pleasures is a day spent 
rejuvenating the body and nourishing the 
spirit. Humans have practiced self-care for 
centuries—in the sweat lodges of the 
American Southwest, Roman baths, the ham-
mams of the Ottoman Empire, Japanese on-
sens, and Finnish saunas. Today, a new 
interest in self-care is redefining how we 
accomplish wellness, and there have never 
been more options. In our increasingly 
switched-on lives, a growing industry of 
highly choreographed experiences is geared 
to help us switch off. Be Well is a journey 
around the world’s most extraordinary spaces 
for achieving this, looking at the innovative 
practices they offer and how to carry them 
into everyday life. 

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Historic insights that link ancient practices 

with contemporary innovations
• A contextualization of the global culture of 

wellness
• Extraordinary destinations for yoga, medi-

tation, Eastern philosophy, and more
• A look into the momentum behind well-

ness’s increasing presence in the hospital-
ity, travel, beauty, and fashion industries

KARI MOLVAR  
is a writer and editor focusing on wellness as 
seen through the lens of design, culture, and 
style. She is an online contributor to T: The New 
York Times Style Magazine and the founder of 
Rutine Matters. Her work appears in Vogue and 
The Wall Street Journal, among other titles.
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(Profile)

Alessandro 
Gualtieri

With pinball-machine energy 
and an obsessive mind, 
maverick perfumer Alessandro 
Gualtieri criss-crosses the world 
following his famous nose in 
search of the unpredictable. 
The Italian-born, Amsterdam-
based eccentric cut his teeth 
working for a big pharmaceutical 
firm but went solo in 2007 with 
his Nasomatto line, responsible 
for such unorthodox perfumes as 
the hashish-fueled Black Afgano 
and China White, a nod to the 
high-grade 1980s drug. His 
latest project is Orto Parisi, a 
line of powerful scents, which he 
releases into the world entirely 
without description.
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(Profile)

Alessandro 
Gualtieri

With pinball-machine energy 
and an obsessive mind, 
maverick perfumer Alessandro 
Gualtieri criss-crosses the world 
following his famous nose in 
search of the unpredictable. 
The Italian-born, Amsterdam-
based eccentric cut his teeth 
working for a big pharmaceutical 
firm but went solo in 2007 with 
his Nasomatto line, responsible 
for such unorthodox perfumes as 
the hashish-fueled Black Afgano 
and China White, a nod to the 
high-grade 1980s drug. His 
latest project is Orto Parisi, a 
line of powerful scents, which he 
releases into the world entirely 
without description.

47 (SECTION 2.) PRACTICE  & PROCESS46   (Feature)
All raw materials can be divided 
into being of vegetal or animal 
origin, although the latter has 
since been largely replaced by syn-
thetic alternatives for ethical and 
economic reasons. Synthetics have 
since come into their own as an 
invaluable part of perfumery, which 
has opened up an entirely new uni-
verse of olfactory experimentation.

While there are hundreds 
of raw materials and even more 
laboratory-made synthetics, the fol-
lowing text highlights the origins 
of popular fragrance ingredients 
and the processes which enable 
them to become shades in a per-
fumer’s proverbial color palette.

RAW MATERIALS

Aldehydes

Aldehydes are synthetic compounds 
that have a soapy, lemon-like, and 
effervescent aromatic profile. Due 
to these uplifting properties, they're 
commonly found in the top notes 
of a composition, although there is 
a large variety of aldehyde classes 
with different odor profiles: C7 
(herbal), C9 (rose-like), and C12 
(reminiscent of violets and lilacs), 
to name a few.

Ambergris

A highly prized possession in the 
world of perfumery, ambergris is 
a secretion from the small intes-
tine of the sperm whale, which its 
body forms in order to protect the 
animal from the sharp elements of 
its prey, e.g., squid beaks, during 

the digestive process. Fresh amber-
gris is a soft, black substance, but 
once it exits the whale’s body, the 
excretion will float about in the sea 
for up to 20 years before washing 
ashore and reaching its final state 
(a gray-white lump) after drying 
in the sun. The resulting matter 
has a salty, skin-like smell. Due 
to its rarity and high cost, most 
perfumes will contain its synthetic 
counterpart, ambroxide.

Bergamot

Deriving its name from the 
Italian city of Bergamo, berga-
mot is obtained from the Citrus 
aurantium tree which grows in the 
country’s Calabrian region, and 
it is also cultivated in smaller 
quantities throughout  Brazil, 
Argentina, and the Ivory Coast. 
The fruit that yields this essential 
oil is thought to be a cross between 
a bitter orange and a lemon. It's 
often used in the top notes of a 
composition due to its fresh, bitter, 
and mildly spicy qualities. Outside 
of perfumery, it's most prominently 
used to flavor Earl Grey tea, and 
it’s also used for its purifying ben-
efits in both aromatherapy and 
skincare.

Bitter Orange

The bitter orange tree offers a 
multitude of oils: its flowers yield 
neroli and orange blossom absolute 
(the former is obtained via steam 
distillation, the other via solvent 
extraction), the peel of the fruit 
contains bitter orange essential oil, 
and the leaves are utilized in the 
production of petitgrain oil (which 
has more green and woody quali-
ties). While originally from India, 
China, and Myanmar, the plant 
now grows throughout the world, 
with those harvested in Spain and 
Guinea being the most desirable. 
Bitter orange has fresh and tart 
aromatic characteristics, neroli a 
spicy aroma, and orange blossom 
a more vivid and delicate scent.

Cedarwood

Often described as having a dry 
and spicy scent reminiscent of 
pencil shavings, cedarwood essen-
tial oil is obtained from the Red 
Virginia, Texas, and Chinese cedar 

The beauty of perfumery is that there are infinite 
possibilities of putting together the olfactory 
puzzle of a fragrance's composition. Aside from 
the vast range of pairing options, raw materials 
come in a plethora of fragrance profiles depending 
on where they're grown and how they're extracted. 
Combine that with adjustments in concentration, 
the choice of natural or synthetic, and market 
demands, and it's easy to see why such a long-
standing industry still manages to launch 
exciting creations every year.

From Nature  
to Bottle

259258 (SECTION 4.) PEOPLE & PRODUCTS(FEATURE) MESSAGE IN  A BOTTLE
Scents are linked to our most cherished 
memories. A fleeting smell in the street—a 
person’s perfume, the smell of holiday treats 
baking—can transport us back in time in an 
instant, uncovering memories so vivid it is 
like they happened yesterday. No wonder 
then, that fragrance, with it’s ability to con-
jure whole worlds with a whiff, has capti-
vated us as humans for centuries. 

The Essence explores this mysterious 
sense and delves into the history, culture, 
and science that have shaped the multi-bil-
lion dollar perfume industry into what it is 
today. Join us as we reveal the power of scent 
and fragrance to captivate, from the lavender 
fields of Provence and the laboratories where 
perfumes are created, to incense producers 
in India. Meet the trailblazers shaping the 
future of perfumery as we explore the vital 
role that technology and scented products 
will play in the 21st century. The Essence is 
an inviting read for fragrance novices and 
connoisseurs alike. Discover your new and 
fragrant world.

The empire of scent: explore the realm of 
perfumes, smells, and aromatic incense to reveal 
the enduring allure of fragrance.

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 288 pages, 
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-255-3

THE ESSENCE

Discovering the World  
of Scent, Perfume and 
Fragrance
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A new generation of consumers is changing 
the definition of luxury. Today, the new lux-
ury isn’t just about what you wear, but what 
you know. Some of the old guard have adapt-
ed to these changing consumers and their 
demands, while other labels not previously 
considered in the luxury realm have been 
elevated, thanks to consistent brand values 
and products that resonate with the modern 
discerning shopper.

This book provides the foundational 
knowledge for brands, consumers, and cu-
rious minds to learn about the changing 
face of the luxury market. Featuring new 
interviews with industry leaders including 
Kim Jones, Hiroshi Fujiwara, and Yoon; case 
studies of the most important brands of the 
new luxury era; and a preface by RIMOWA 
CEO and LVMH scion Alexandre Arnault.

HIGHSNOBIETY has become the 
authoritative publication covering 
forthcoming trends and news in fashion, art, 
music, and culture. With offices in Berlin, 
New York, Hong Kong, London, Tokyo, and 
Los Angeles, Highsnobiety has steadily built 
a strong brand in the online fashion and 
lifestyle world. The site and print magazine 
sit among the most visited global sources 
for inspiration. Innovation, progression, and 
always being several steps ahead of the 
curve, are just some of the core values of 
Highsnobiety.

“From covetable kicks to catwalk couture, the 
book asks key stylists, creators and designers 
what they define as being high-end in the 21st 
century.”  

WIRED

From Highsnobiety, the publication for the culturally 
connected that sits at the intersection of music, 
fashion, and style, comes a new book defining modern 
aspiration and how it differs from its predecessors.

Editors: gestalten & Highsnobiety 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-983-5

THE NEW LUXURY

Highsnobiety: Defining  
the Aspirational in the  
Age of Hype

How Edison Chen’s 
CLOT Label and 
JUICE Store Took 
Hong Kong’s 
Streetwear Scene 
to the World

Edison Chen got his start as a popular actor in Chinese film, but has 
since reinvented himself as a multi-disciplinary creative with a  
focus on tapping Hong Kong’s global heritage and synthesizing it with 
the global nature of street culture. Through his brand CLOT and  
his chain of stores, JUICE, he’s slowly taking one of the East’s biggest 
empires and infiltrating the West.
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Hiroki Nakamura is attracted to powerful items. 
Things made to stand the test of time—and 
trends. As a teenager, he wasn’t really interest-
ed in designer products, but utilitarian items. 
He remembers his first backpack being used 
for school field trips as well as some of the 
brands of his youth, like Eastpak and Outdoor 
Products.

“To me, and then to many kids then, 
we were so into it not just because it was trendy; 
I think it was because those items were designed 
for a reason. There’s some strong substance in 
the product. I guess that’s why we were all at-
tracted to those items. Not just mountaineering 
items, but military items, and in the men’s casual 
world, we were always fascinated by those utility 
products,” he says.

Nakamura points out that, in Japan, 
there was a movement that championed 
Americana in the ‘60s and ‘70s. Heavy-duty 
items like down jackets, down vests, and other 
mountaineering gear were gaining ground 
among Japanese fans who wore them on the 
sidewalks, instead of on the trail. By the time he 
was 14—around 1984 or 1985—Nakamura had 
fully subscribed to the notion of wearing out-
door clothing and accessories as items of 
self-expression. It’s an interest he fueled through 

VISVIM
A Japanese label known 
for modern goods  
with a lasting vintage  
appeal, designer  
Hiroki Nakamura first  
fell in love with  
outdoor-oriented gear  
as a teenager, a passion 
that has remained  
with him. It’s what  
inspires some of visvim’s 
most enduring pieces,  
like the hiking-influenced 
Ballistic Backpack  
and the sneaker-moccasin  
hybrid FBT.

copious amounts of research, continuing to 
build his knowledge base.

“I was not interested in any fashion 
designer’s items. I was more into utility items. 
That was the kind of thing I was interested in 
when I was a teenager. I would start researching 
outdoor gear, climbing gear. I was really inter-
ested in the performance side of it. To me, 
there’s a pureness to it, you know? There’s an au-
thentic feeling to it. I think when people design 
for a reason, or they focus on some purpose 
when they design, the output has some sort of 
feeling like that—the pureness,” he adds.

When Nakamura talks about product 
and design, terms like “power” and “purity” recur. 
It’s as if he’s not just looking for the utility of an 
item, but also its soul that carries the authenticity 
forward. While pragmatism does play a part, so 
does a unique sense of luxury. But visvim’s 
clothing wouldn’t define “luxury” in the aspira-
tional sense, but rather in the sense of quality 
goods that look like they will last forever.

“I wanted to focus on the everyday. 
Items I want to wear every day, not just for the 
look of it. I needed to make really comfortable 
shoes. I needed to design a comfortable back-
pack for everyday life. Not for going to the 
mountain, but maybe you have to put in a lap-
top. Then, it has to look good.”

Take visvim’s Ballistic Backpack, for 
example. Based on traditional hiking-inspired 
styles, it adds an extra layer with the addition of 
upscale materials like bison leather and, at the 
bottom, high-end suede. But it isn’t meant to be 
precious, rather it’s meant to look better with 
use. Purchasing one of visvim’s products is just 
the start of a longer relationship with its 
offerings. 

“When I design a backpack, it has to 
be true to everyday life. I really like the idea of a 
waist harness. It’s cool, but you don’t really need 
a gigantic one. I think at the beginning of my 
Ballistic Nylon Backpack, it had a bigger har-
ness. I use it, but when you go on a crowded 
train, you don’t really need a giant harness, you 
know?”

Some of the notions Nakamura keeps 
in the back of his mind recall the cerebral ap-
proach of avant-garde fashion designers. But 
instead of broad strokes like silhouettes, cultural 
zeitgeists, and the overarching lifestyle of his 
consumers, Nakamura considers the little de-
tails: Construction, comfort, utility, and the sort 
of je ne sais quoi bells and whistles that sepa-
rate his work from the pack. Although visvim 
does employ traditional techniques and numer-
ous artisans who specialize in intricate embroi-
dery and dyeing methods, using items like 
crushed cochineal beetles, it’s equally import-
ant for Nakamura to bring something new to 
the table as well.

“It has to make sense to your life or my 
life. As a designer, this is our role, to design 
something that makes sense every day. Even 
though I love old, vintage stuff, that stuff was 
designed or made for then—maybe a hundred 
years ago or something. I really want to bring 
back something I feel from the past, but the 
things I design right now have to make sense 
now, and it has to be cool now.”

visvim designer Hiroki Nakamura has a keen eye for craft, 
construction, and materials of the utmost quality.
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Street fashion and their urban culture have 
come a long way from humble beginnings in 
the 90s. From disparate local scenes in Japan, 
Europe, and the US, the youth-driven move-
ments of hip-hop, punk, and skateboarding 
have  finally infiltrated high fashion. 

Brands are now eager to collaborate with 
the icons of music and art who are leading 
this creative crossover. Customers will stand 
in line for hours to be the first to own exclu-
sive pieces designed by the likes of Pharrell 
Williams, Kanye West, and Tom Sachs. 

Lifestyle publication Highsnobiety is at 
the forefront of this global phenomenon. 
The Incomplete immortalizes the stories of 
brands ranging from Supreme to COMME 
des GARÇONS. Alongside the most influen-
tial designers and tastemakers, Highsnobiety 
highlights the pieces and brands in men’s 
fashion which have stood the test of time. 

“You should probably be holding on to your 
Supreme hat as you read it.”  

BBC CULTURE ONLINE 
 

“The guide gives equal weight to hip-hop style 
mavericks, like ASAP Rocky and Pharrell 
Williams, and the fashion designers they 
inspire. In 2018, you can’t talk about one 
without the other.”  

THE NEW YORK TIMES 
 

“highlights the designers and tastemakers that 
matter, such as Virgil Abloh, Raf Simons, Kanye 
West and Takashi Murakami.” ELLE

Men’s style has come a long way from sneakers and 
hoodies; it has never been more dynamic or multi-
faceted. The Incomplete is your compass to navigate the 
most iconic brands and the most desirable accessories.

Editors: gestalten & Highsnobiety
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,  
320 pages, 22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-580-6

THE INCOMPLETE

Highsnobiety Guide to  
Street Fashion and Culture
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Through all walks of life,  
let Monocle be your guide.

THE MONOCLE  
GUIDE SERIES

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
408 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-490-8

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
304 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-537-0

By: Monocle 
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
338 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-668-1

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
320 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-503-5

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks, 
402 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-560-8

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
338 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-648-3

THE MONOCLE GUIDE  
TO BETTER LIVING

THE MONOCLE GUIDE  
TO GOOD BUSINESS

THE MONOCLE GUIDE  
TO DRINKING & DINING

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO 
BUILDING BETTER CITIES

THE MONOCLE GUIDE  
TO COSY HOMES

HOW TO MAKE A NATION:  
A MONOCLE GUIDE

In this book, Monocle will tell you where to find  
a top hotel—and also how to design or run your  
own. Both inspirational and packed with insight,  
it is a must-have guide for the globally minded.

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,  
304 pages, 18 × 23.5 cm, 7 × 9 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-952-1

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO  
HOTELS, INNS AND HIDEAWAYS

Monocle’s latest book unpacks what makes a 
perfect shopping experience and offers tips on 
how to launch, design, and run your own store.  
A must-have guide.  

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,  
304 pages, 18 × 23.5 cm, 7 × 9 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-967-5

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO  
SHOPS, KIOSKS AND MARKETS

“this book offers insights into how customers respond to displays, product pricing, and 
signage, which could come in handy when planning for events, pop-ups, and trade shows.”  
CRAFT INDUSTRY USA 

“Whether you’re looking to just book in at a cool hotel or open your own, this is the 
directory you need.”  
AIROWS 

 

“the ultimate book for wandering souls with a discerning taste”  
BUSINESS DAY WANTED 
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By: Marilyn Neuhart with John Neuhart
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 2 volumes in slipcase,  
800 pages, 25.5 × 29.2 cm, 10 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 150 (D) £ 150 $ 199 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-230-0

By: Johannes Erler 
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color,  hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
22 × 28 cm, 8 ¾ × 11 inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 45 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-519-6

THE STORY OF EAMES 
FURNITURE

HELLO I AM ERIK
Erik Spiekermann:  
Typographer, Designer, 
Entrepreneur

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-673-5

Editors: gestalten & Design Indaba 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 336 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-641-4

EVERGREEN
Living with Plants

AFRICA RISING
Fashion, Design and  Lifestyle  
from Africa

Text: Caroline Weaver
Editor: gestalten
Illustrations: Oriana Fenwick
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch  
bound, ribbon bookmark, 160 pages, 
17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-675-9

THE PENCIL PERFECT
The Untold Story  
of a Cultural Icon

Editors: gestalten & Fiona Leahy 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-489-2

JUST MARRIED
How to Celebrate Your  
Wedding in Style

FOREVER
The New Tattoo

FOREVER MORE
The New Tattoo

Editor: gestalten & Floyd E. Schulze 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages, 22,5 × 29 cm
Price: € 39,90 (D)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-442-7

Editor: gestalten & Hannah Graves 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages, 22,5 × 29 cm
Price: € 39,90 (D)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-926-2

In his more than 40 years at Braun, Rams established 
himself as one of the most influential designers of 
the twentieth century. His elegantly clear visual 
language defined product design for generations, but 
also our fundamental understanding of what design 
is and what it can and should do. 

Editors: Klaus Klemp & Keiko Ueki-Polet
Features: Full color, PVC cover  
in slipcase, 808 pages, 19 × 23 cm, 7 ½ × 9 inches
Language: English & German
Price: € 69.90 (D) £ 60 $ 90 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-584-4

Few product designs have the staying power of 
creations by Dieter Rams. Almost everything 
produced by the most influential designer of the 
twentieth century is today considered a classic. 
This new and revised edition of Less but Better 
shows once again why Dieter Rams’s approach to 
design will be relevant for the foreseeable future.  

Editors: Dieter und Ingeborg  
Rams Stiftung & Jo Klatt
Features: Full color, softcover,  
154 pages, 21 × 29.7 cm, 8 ¼ × 11 ¾ inches 
Language: English & German
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-525-7

“shows how extraordinary his work at Braun was.”  
THE NEW YORK TIMES 

 

“Perfectly rational. From its sleek-yet-sensible white vinyl softcover to its spare layout, has 
there ever been a designer’s monograph produced which has so succinctly contained within?”  
VOGUE 

LESS BUT BETTER 
Weniger, aber besser

LESS AND MORE 
The Design Ethos  
of Dieter Rams
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FERO VENDAE. NEQUODIT IURI 
DUNDAE NETUR APISCIA EOSAM 
FACERUM EATQUIAT ALIQUIA 
SPERSPERIT DOLUPTA ESSEQUI CON 
ET ET VERUM FACEST VOLOREM AD 
MA IDE SAECAE AUT LABORIANIM.

resseceate comnimus, ommolup taectur seni ut mo co-
runda volupti nimodis molum lam sequi nitatem re-
rnatem sae et et arum eratiur?

Andant, si alibus maximentia quidian ditaqua tu-
stemporpor archictes doluptatem eius molupit, quatur 
molupta sumquam coreiciist, occaest, con pora in pliquas 
ea et, sed quiae nullor archilliasse maxim faccus aut vel 
isquos eaquias dolupta quos di con premquatinAdiat om-
molores ducipsam qui alite dolecuptatum quasimporro 
que es mo eumet odi rem debis et alignih illabo. Iligend 
ellant auda doluptati rere, occuptur, que earum que vo-
lupta veliqui dolorrum eveliquibus quaectempor susdant 
et vollend igenist ipsunt eariantio officia core offic tore 
omnis aute qui con placium qui rere nonem fuga. Et 
everum rendit opta vent volorehent aborrovit et et et dis 
natur, serspeliqui restin pore es esequo conseque officia 
in nia doloressus ea qui nonest, tem ent aut a cus aut ini-
hil exero officae suntius dem. Et accum, omniasperi dicit 
asitia que invellesto omnis et quo corrovit volorer iaeri-
atqui ulluptam exerum alita sita nossiti busdaectatem 
iliquae de venis idi nossimus rem dolupide.

Caption 1 Ut lacerro volorem invellu ptatio ea nisita venimus trumend erunt.

Caption 2 Odit litae non eiciatibus et modiostiae non nectatur? Ut quostruptam ium, eria ducidundebit et et vent, quid utectatur.

Caption 3 Odit litae non eiciatibus et modiostiauptam ium, eria ducidundebit et et vent, quid utectatur.
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SQAMISH

This climber’s haven in beautiful 
British Columbia has it all—
boulder, sport, trad, and big 

wall—with splitter granite and 
stereotypically nice locals

Region 
Country

Journey upwards with Cliffhanger, a dizzyingly  
beautiful presentation of the people and places  
that make up the world of climbing.

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

R E L E A S E :  A P R I L  2 0 2 0  

Editors: gestalten & Julie Ellison 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-996-5

CLIFFHANGER

New Climbing and  
People on the Rocks

Climbing has recently exploded as a global 
phenomenon, thanks to a plethora of dedi-
cated gyms springing up and media coverage 
that has had a wide reach. Using breathtak-
ing imagery and in-depth stories, Cliffhanger 
gives you a complete look at the world of this 
outdoor pursuit—both as a sport and a life-
style—by highlighting the people, places, 
history, and culture that make the activity 
so fascinating. Whether you’ve been doing it 
for a long time or have never climbed in your 
life, this book will make your palms sweat 
and your heart race. 

WHAT TO EXPECT
• A book encapsulating a golden moment in 

climbing, with the activity enjoying peak 
popularity 

• Inspiration for long-term climbing fans, 
beginners, and outdoor enthusiasts seeking 
to conquer new summits

• A mix of detailed illustrations, photo-
graphs, personal stories, and tips

JULIE ELLISON 
has spent 10 years writing, shooting, and 
editing stories about the vertical world.   
She was Climbing magazine’s first female 
editor-in- chief before starting the all-woman 
film-production company Never Not 
Collective. She lives with her dog at the  
base of the Tetons, Wyoming.
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Rore et et quatur magnisinctis ium que 
pro este pelitiorpor aut reprovi dignimi 
lianducipsae pedicta doloreperro essustr 
umquunt.

Non nis re, qui bla adi conseris di re sus 
ditas aut unt. Uga. Itatiorum quo ipsus 
simus. Sed mos int vit laboreh enestiunt 
volore omnimi, sunt

7

SURFING 

MOROCCO

 Milicipsum evelesto eatiis molorae 
recatem olorio derumqui as at.
Ur rat quatibus etur adi reprate 

ndanducitium dite verferatur, officia 
dolor a voluptatiati quam vollicid el 
ipsa dis alitat pra as eum qui cum 

rernat restrument aruptassedi nost, 
se necate plique ius ulpa dollis.

Aque quunt, consero con rae iur mod quaspere-
cus, volupta dolectempore soluptatur, sincien-
is ipsumquam eos il illabo. Aximporum il enditio 
nemporestint apiciam rendae consedi dellam, tet 
odis nullaccae exped que esti qui quatus sam, to-
taqui re, sae veriatur rem hicienem excea sundam 
lit faciduc illabore es dunt asi bero omnienecto eo-
samusam, aceaquia dolor sanditatum solorem res 
essunt etum vidunt.

Errum faci ilitibus im et acepell igendita dolut 
quae. Andantecae. Occuptat laut ant ut aut officab il in-
cipie ndellendiae di culpa quisti quunt audaepuda si 
rae odis est aut et parum core nimi, ommoditiis resecto 

volorro ipit laboriti cus et lamus sim quiaerrum ipsun-
tiam quo bla dem re, etur suntium id estis et id qui vo-
luptium exero il moluptat faccae et etur?

Pore sum con essed et et harit evenda quidus et 
lab il et doluptatiore quam et eium eos mi, aspic te ea-
tur, quas ut fuga. Ut faccust officto taecesto dion nis eos 
cullaut assimolorit id quam fugia que eum quatem dia 
ne voluptatemo bea et faccum et aut aliquis sitasit ias-
perat officium quo omnis a nonem doluptati ut ut ratur 
sitiaep ediaes quis qui omniae vollupt aquatet quibus 
nimusdae poris quis dus earione pore ducieni ssequia 
nihicaecea sit que eatus adi diam es sant, utenda de do-
lupti nosae nemporit porumqui comnihi liquid maio 

2 3

MUST, 
NETUR SINT

Ci denistist, quae 
vollaccum impore, ius et 
verchic iumquo magniet 
volupta sitae mil id qui 
od quibusamusam quis 

exceper itatiaerum, tem 
voluptist alibustem ab is 
sunt. Culpa eaturibus, 
comnisq uodignim rest 
ut fuga. Ibus, am fugia 

estem fuga.

Mintis nonseni arum

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

Join the celebration of the diverse, vibrant, and  
engaged community of women riding and making 
waves around the globe. 

While surfing is usually seen as a male do-
main, women have long been nurturing their 
own water stories and claiming their rightful 
place in the world of this sport. She Surf hails 
the females, past and present, who are en-
gaged in expanding the art of surfing. 
Through exclusive interviews and evocative 
imagery, the book travels from the iconic 
waves of Hawaii to remote locations in 
Morocco. Learn about the forgotten stories 
of Polynesian surfing princesses, pioneering 
wave riders from the 1960s, and the contem-
porary movers and shakers shaping the 
scene. This book is an exciting reflection on 
what it means to be a female surfer and what 
it means to be moved to action by the beauty 
of the sea. 

WHAT TO EXPECT
• An exploration of the world of surfing and 

its history in a way that’s never been done 
before

• Exclusive interviews with the most im-
portant women on the scene and ground-
breaking, rarely-seen-before images that 
take you to the heart of the action

• A thrilling and inspiring read for anyone 
who loves surfing

LAUREN L. HILL 
is a surfer and writer who has spent the past 
decade exploring and documenting new 
waves and burgeoning surf cultures around 
the world through an eco-feminist lens. Her 
work and activism relating to surfing culture 
continue to revolve around marine 
conservation and gender. 

R E L E A S E :  M AY  2 0 2 0  

Editors: gestalten & Lauren L. Hill 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-998-9

SHE SURF

The Rise of Female Surfing 
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8 9PERSONS NAME

cumquod iquate vendionsed exeri-
bus eum fugit volu num faceri quas 
quam, aut alibus iminctiis excessint 
fuga. Et ipicatisque latiumque resto-
ri re ditibus quaspid quibus.

Aris ut ipsaperior sinvere ndi tus 
vendionsed exeribus eum fugit volu-
pitatent re esequam es quisquia sum 
eum harum iquate num faceri quas 
et fuga. que con as estrorer utat-
ure dolupta   blatia taquis elibusda 
quam, aut alibus iminctiis excessin 
re vellum voluptus vendionsed ex-
eribus eum fugit volupitatent re es-
equam es quisquia sum eum harum 
quatibusci blatia et fugiae nia conet 
acid est abo. Evels intim offic te volo  

recum hillabo repeaut volent.Em 
voluptas doloriaest re voluptisciat 
aut laborat eceraepta siminvelibus 
endiae voluptatio. que conse velenet 
et, im vendionsed exeribus eum fu-
git volu et volendi Nam, officitatem. 
Odis quae cus et adi Volo quamet 
bor animusant am Berorer utature 
dolupta del minveliquate num faceri 
quas et fuga. Et landitat expliquam 
coribust et inci vendelendus videbis 
derum sundic tem. Incto to ius, aut 
que conse velenet et, im et volendi 
del minveliquate num faceri quas et 
fuga. Et landitat expliquam coribust 
sani od od e nos autem. 

05 Berrovit, 
solest, aut 
odi coremos 
eribus dolor 
omnis volorerit, 
quat ut ped ut 
quidebit pra qua

06 Berrovit, 
solest, aut odi 
coremos eribus 
dolor abo. Ut  
et aut pos ped 
as ua

ti corio dolorrum ut aut ad eosaesc 
iaeperibus ene sedi aut vellend un-
totat ioribea andaessimus aut volo 
quides nonsendit, endunture re 
sume et ulpa dent.

Re net milia accuscimust ipissit 
vel etur? Qui dolutem quam, tent 
alit fuga. Ur mil ipis rectem vel mo 
cus audist, non cum vent, eatur, ni-
hitios magnam quia nonsequ iatus, 
unt dolupid itatusa pellor sunt et 
ut aliqui tecturios essedici dit, sim 
quod maio blandis sequis experfe 
rrovid utatiur as etur? Natur, con 
pa vel im eum reruptios am de a pe 
vendam quis ea coriatiur aut lant 
quam int quias est occat. Ferenihit 
de se nos eum, omnisquame dolup-
ta ssendici ndis volor ressitatur sit 
uta sin nes est aut abore audae cupis 
delis ese nos eum, omnisquame do-
lupta ssendici tes eum ex eos et que 
pore comnim sent quibus dolesti 

Quote Giatibusciat  
laboreius. Gent.  
Ga Nam debitio.  

Namusam idio ma 
qui aecatecte 

05

06
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02 Berrovit, 
solest, aut odi 
coremos eribus 
dolor abo. Ut  
et aut pos 
quiduci omnis 
volorerit, 
quat ut ped ut 
quidebit pra qua

03 Berrovit, 
solest, aut odi 
coremos eribus 
dolor abo. Ut  
et aut pos 
quiduci omnis 
volorerit, 
quat ut ped ut 
quidebit pra qua

04 aut odi 
coremos eribus 
dolor abo. Ut  
et aut pos 
quiduci omnis 
volorerit, 
quat ut ped ut 
quidebit pra qua

doloriaest re voluptisciat aut labo-
rat eceraepta siminvelibus endiae 
voluptatio. Nam, officitatem. Odis 
quae cus et adi omnimos as este-
cabor animusant am vendelendus 
sum quamSublead up to 200char-
acters; Giatibusciat laboreius. Gent. 
Ga. Nam debitio. Namusam id ma 
quiaecatecte est minc que duntusc 
iureicabor tam sunt aut la secatiu 
mquaspereped ut hitis que duntusc 
iureicabor aEbisquo beribus nate 
aut ad ut am is et adi doluptis ut que 
sa de sit vid escia vent, quat.

Haria quias sim que est repe sam 
ventorum qui consequi del imusan-
tion porumquist, cus coruptiaepro 
bearum inciumquiam iminctest ali-
quasinum, es reperib usanda dit ac-
culli bustiustio optamus, sequia vo-
lenihit omnihitate sequis di ipsunt.

Ra eiction sequiae consequatem 
arumquam ipsam eserchicias aut 
que cus invent es ditatur? Pa sa pe-
rumet officatur aut pos id ute nem. 
Ressequam, conem inci nis volore-
nitio volore ne omnimus exces senis 
il et offictur adipsus quo corerestint 
ullam hil idi se consed mo dita 
comnisc iumquas solupta ssitatur 
sit labo. Eligent eic tetur magnam 
exped qui cus si volore, nos doleces-
cid que nimus, odita quunt quiantu 
riosto evel ipidusam utatis el iditis 
anis ducimetur, ne velecte veliquam 
dis cus aut velit utest, ad mod ut fac-
caerum faci te estium quam quiatis 
por as quas dunto im labo. Facea-
que re dolore num rescil maioriati 
dolum quam facessu scitatiusda 
dem latur?

Harum labo. Nectota con pra 
duntium ium que simi, qui dolut 
maximus temque num sapient ul-
repre, sunteceatet vel eum, com-
nimint volendam, net explitatio 
commolu ptaque res atquuntias sit 
quunt, ut voloreiunt ut quae dole-
nim vel int qui nimilig nisqui sit 
lam volor sunde di con etur a essinis 
sitati aceati doloribeaqui aces-02

03

04
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ces senis il et offictur adipsus quo 
corerestint ullam hil idi se consed 
mo dita comnisc iumquas solupta 
ssitatur sit labo. Eligent eic tetur 
magnam exped qui cus si volore, 
nos dolecescid que nimus, odita 
quunt quiantu riosto evel ipidusam 
utatis el iditis anis ducimetur, ne 
velecte veliquam dis cus aut velit 
utest, ad mod ut faccaerum faci te 
estium quam quiatis por as quas 
dunto im labo. Faceaque re dolore 
num rescil maioriati dolum quam 
facessu scitatiusda dem latur?

Harum labo. Nectota con pra 
duntium ium que simi, qui dolut 
maximus temque num sapient ul-
lam aceatque nonseque doluptatum 
repre, sunteceatet vel eum, comni-
mint volendam, net explitatio com-
molu ptaque res atquuntias sit qu-
unt, ut voloreiunt ut quae dolenim 
vel int qui nimilig nisqui sit lam vol-
or sunde di con etur a essinis sitati 
aceati doloribeaqui acestic orio do-
lorrum ut aut ad eosaesc iaeperibus 
ene sedi aut vellend untotat ioribea 
andaessimus aut volo quides non-
sendit, endunture re sume et ulpa 
dent. Re net milia accuscimust ipis-

sit vel etur? Qui dolutem quam, tent 
alit fuga. Ur mil ipis rectem vel mo 
cus audist, non cum vent, eatur, ni-
hitios magnam quia nonsequ iatus, 
unt dolupid itatusa pellor sunt et 
ut aliqui tecturios essedici dit, sim 
quod maio blandis sequis experfe 
rrovid utatiur as etur? Natur, con 
pa vel im eum reruptios am de a pe 
vendam quis ea coriatiur aut lant 
quam int quias est occat.

Ferenihit dendis volor ressitatur 
sit uta sin nes est aut abore audae 
cupis delis ese nos eum, omnis-
quame dolupta ssendici tes eum ex 
eos et que pore comnim sent quibus 
dolesti cumquod ipicatisque lati-
umque restori onectum re ditibus 
quaspid quibus.

Aris ut ipsaperior sinvere ndi-
taquis elibusda quam, aut alibus 
iminctiis excessin re vellum volup-
tus vendionsed exeribus eum fugit 
volupitatent re esequam es quisquia 
sum eum harum quatibusci bla-
tia et fugiae nia conet acid est abo. 
Evel inti offic te volorecum hillabo 
reperup tasime rem repedis ende 
ipsusda placcupta duciam is plis ei-
usam aut volent. Em voluptas 

Quote Giatibus rela 
cor tam sunt  
aut la secatiu  

aspe reped bor tam  
sunt que iur abor.

01 Errovit, 
solest, aut odi 
coremos eribus 
dolor abo. Ut  
et aut pos 
quiduci omnis 
volorerit, 
quat ut ped ut 
quidebit pra qua
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PERSONS

Immerse yourself in the traditions that have  
defined our cultures and reveal our connection  
to what makes us human.

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

A new generation wants to lead a more mean-
ingful and sustainable life by reconnecting 
with heritage and traditions. They are look-
ing to the craftsmanship, lifestyle, and 
unique experiences of the people keeping 
these practices alive. The New Traditional tells 
the stories of those devoting their energy, 
skills, and creativity to crafts such as black-
smithing, distilling spirits, and globe making, 
and its authors revisit the customs of grow-
ing old varieties of apples, beekeeping, and 
producing honey in gardens or on rooftops, 
and being modern shepherds in Italy or 
Iceland. They always seek to help preserve 
cultural traditions and share them with like-
minded people. 

WHAT TO EXPECT
• More than 50 bearers of traditions from 

all over the world revealing details of their 
ways of life

• A look at traditional objects with beautiful 
illustrations 

• High-quality imagery from contributors 
including The New York Times

• Topics close to craft and nature that will 
appeal to the sustainable-living audience 

BESIDE MEDIA  
The Canadian-based media collective BESIDE is 
committed to showcasing nature using diverse 
and compelling stories, bringing the wild 
outdoors to a global audience. Through its 
biannual print titles and digital output, BESIDE 
fosters meaningful conversations that lead to 
sustainable initiatives.

Editors: gestalten & BESIDE media 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-984-2

R E L E A S E :  M A R C H  2 0 2 0  

THE NEW 
TRADITIONAL

Heritage, Craftsmanship,  
and Local Identity
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Wempore mporia conseq
Tat velia dolor 
aligent inctis mo

C Nem quos et magnam a volores 
sitatur sapernatet occum 

recescient. Luptatum rerumquis molor 
raeperro beriam et as et officae nonectur?

Tempore mporia consequid quatibu 
sapidenis sed magnihit, od estionet offic 
temporempor modicipis accabor sum 
consequiatur aspelest rem verorpo rporion 
sequid quaturianda simpos dent utatis veliqui 
officil ma veribusda et aboremp ernatenimet 
ommodi sequis sequi od estio des est mil 
iuritas quo temquia ecatur? Ga. Aximin nobis 
simporem lam nis derchil loreptum 

harupitem quo vit lit, sum aut aspelia 
ssedisqui ute necaecus mo coriae core eos 
voluptatetur rempor soloribus et delitatem. 
Ut lacepro viditi nullaut officte nonseque 
enditiorro ius, que ne nobis excestis qui tem 
volor aut explatum volute voluptae 
sumendem qui dolluptam aut que dolo tem 
cus debis ipsape peri volluptur as quam de 
parciti iscipit quatemp erovit debitasit offici 
bla vendit quas eveniam rehenit ionsequatis 
que nis estio et qui sandit vollita tempore 
ptatio offictatem. Iquid quam consequam, 
solor magnim sum este pel illore, nos et   
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→  Bempore mporia conseq.
↓  Cempore mporia conseq empore mporia conseq.

Tat velia dolor aligent inctis mo magnimi nimaio 
bea voluptate voluptae volecatas mi, cus aute quam, 
qui tem ipsum re quis rem et laudi volor 
suntionseque nieni rerem quiatiat.

seque int la vendici magnis volut ad mod 
quatemqui conseque enienditi volo iducia 
del inus aut eligendae necearumque 
iminctur saperch itatur?Sequiae nimaio. 
Nam, qui officia inventinum doluptiorro 
dolum quam, quo odios exeribus vellaut ut 
magnatus, corupit emoluptur?

Ectibusdae sere, occusa aut utaquam 
laborpore nos mo mo es cuptatqui blaborum 
qui volorem quiat rem fugiatis derum, 
serovid moluptatur aut ent ut fuga. Nem es 
dit, es samuscipite nis non non cusa nonsed 
endes solorro vidiamus rem faccum ipsa 
sequam doluptum volor abo. Delita dolest 
doluptam ut molesequi offictur, qui iumqui 
doluptatiis as as aut labor aut accus earum 
quam eictusamus rest, te pliquunt excea 
voluptu repratu ribeaquidus nihilibus 
eturNat mos quiam quodipic te nonsece 
provitaquis et prat.

Ur aut magnat fuga. Ilitis esequid eum, 
conseque volor acculla velloreperum lat 
utem eos militat landion etur sime cum etus 
assi ullaniet, sit reius, aut earciusandem 
quidele scitate cumet, ut oditior estias 
natius. Umdan dumdan grumdan di mi sie 
malbum damdum drdramdumdik kamer Um 
qui dolorru ptatur ad quis aceaquo mil 

moluptatum quiae pe poribus damus. tis 
moluptatem alitiam, as esciunt. onseque int 
la vendici magnis volut ad mod quatemqui 
conseque enienditi volo iducia del inus aut 
eligendae necearumque iminctur saperch 
itatur?Sequiae nimaio. Nam, qui officia 
inventinum doluptiorro dolum quam, quo 
odios exeribus vellaut ut magnatus, corupit 
emoluptur? Ectibusdae sere, occusa aut 
utaquam laborpore nos mo mo es cuptatqui 
blaborum qui volorem quiat rem fugiatis 
derum, serovid moluptatur aut ent ut fuga. 
Nem es dit, es samuscipite nis non non cusa 
nonsed endes solorro vidiamus rem faccum 
ipsa sequam doluptum volor abo. Delita 
dolest doluptam ut molesequi offictur, qui 
iumqui doluptatiis as as aut labor aut accus 
earum quam eictusamus rest, te pliquunt 
excea voluptu repratu ribeaquidus nihilibus 
eturNat mos quiam quodipic te nonsece 
provitaquis et prat.

Ur aut magnat fuga. Ilitis esequid eum, 
conseque volor acculla velloreperum lat 
utem eos militat landion etur sime cum etus 
assi ullaniet, sit reius, aut earciusandem 
quidele scitate cumet, ut oditior estias 
natius. Umdan dumdan grumdan di mi sie 
malbum damdum drdramdumdik kamer.   
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↑  Ur aut magnat fuga. Ilitis esequid eum.
↑↑  Quam eictusamus rest, te pliquunt excea
 Ur aut magnat fuga. Ilitis esequid eum.
↗  Quam eictusamus rest, te pliquunt excea.
→  Utem eos militat landion etur sime cum etus assi  
 ullaniet, sit reius, aut earciusandem.

odiciuntum inti duntus eos mos excest, in 
cum sam atur suntibus.

Unt elecab idi offictia non et apient 
volest imuscimus del maio volorpo ressit ipis 
illibus, odit optur mod unt lam, vid expel 
eostisi core vendi officatum voluptate 
nonseque res eaquam, to intis dolor solores 
tissinis que necaes et iundeniti ommolor 
rumenimi, il idellig endaessi alit re ex ex 
exceate aut eos ipsaeri bustia pore 
magnimposam illecep erferferist, consequas 
cum in eaque nonsequia net perum audam, 
tetur autate eic testist iuntibusda is ma is 
aperror rumqui sedis eum il ius eos sim 
assum eum quatatesti quatias ut quasitas rem 
volupti simusa nonsequid enet aborit, od et 
quas mod unti am qui natem quam vent que 
nonsedit quidemo es aliae peri optatem 
simeniet fuga. Itatust, conse nonet enimi, 
aborrovid magnis rescim audi temos 
exceperum experumet ist voloreh enihill 
estincitet untium quias audaestiat est, velit as 
sint a verit esequibeati utem harumqu ibusda 
pro et earum quiassu ntorem. Nam earibus 
alitium eatem qui voluptur secum comnimi 
ntorepu ditiaepe conseque pre nusda 

noneceseque nissum quas alitio occus. 
Erestia velit, corrovitas ipsande bisquia quia 
que soleste ndisquae vollumqui verume 
preriosam sam quia in comnitecerum 
nusamet dollaborro quo velland itiuntium 
que nonsed eossinvenda non plibusam 
enditam ea nem que dolupta temporum 
quisinihil modiat mo testrup taspidi onseque 
pro ipienditi rem nimilique non nos ad et 
eumquam ne non prera dolupti undanda 
quundipit litium latus estrum expere quaeri 
alic tem as doluptatem qui blanda pe porerio 
nseque nonsequ idipit, corae sita pro bea 
verspellam, nonseque in plite mil mi, sim 
harum ut et rem eum quias asperia quis 
magnime alit ent latem lanimincit antios 
ipsant harum ilit, qui deles porro magnam 
illeniamus escimo etur, tet omnita 
prepuditisti seque sollabo repudi sus, simi, 
nonsequ aeptatur, ommodictur, omnieni ut 
rerum essitas pellupta venem ra doluptas 
mossedi pidiore, evelles idipis eos doluptatis 
essed es et officit as assi ommoleseque 
estorernam velit, quis eaquos cuptatur?

Facerfe resequis aut as inum a que 
officiu mquidem. Ande pariost, evenes simus 

magnam, consequi volut et, ium quissit 
acietus mi, in nim facid quam, officiet 
voluptatur? Quibus aliatio stinctiur aut aut 
illor a que conseque pa volorep rovitiatiur 
sam, sinvelicto quiat.

Daestiae ommoluptatet ut que quia 
dolut officillant, ut quam dercit audi blatibus 
dicitiunt aci odit autem quiaescil est que es 
conecte dollabo riatiaspient pla volorepudae 
serspicia pro experum quis nonseriam et laut 
lam quis debit harum rerata vide quatiustium 
quid quatectur?

Accus, sam ipsam sum doloris represt 
ma que vendit, secatus nullabo. Ut fugitatiae 
commodi dolores comnim eiciusciet 
reperrum, volut recae eost que conserem diti 
corio mo et, aliquas iur, nosam quam, tem 
non conetum ditatquia quam am eici cust, 
nienient quatesto id ut volorpo ribusti 
onseque restiamus, eum volent est magnisi 
doluptaecte nos erum aut eos dolupicipis 
magniassed esciistecus.

Tem fugia ipsunt. Ed quatur, ex est, 
sequi repelenisi int voloreperum rentiant 
ipienit ad et vendipiet lit, si ipsa voluptas mi, 
tenti aut peratem et isti duntotae simin plabo. 
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From short sailing trips with friends to longer  
cruises along coastlines or across the oceans,  
this book celebrates the nautical way of life.

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

Since the dawn of time, exploring the world 
by boat has been seen as the pinnacle of 
freedom. And what may often have seemed 
an impossible dream is now within reach, 
thanks to businesses offering boats for hire 
and specialist companies organizing trips 
that give people the opportunity to live that 
dream for a few weeks. Sailing the Seas will 
take readers on a series of adventures  
across the globe, from the coast of the US 
down to the Caribbean, through classic 
Mediterranean voyages and on trips in far-
flung locations such as Thailand and French 
Polynesia. Presenting a fresh, younger side 
of sailing, this volume reveals the sights, 
sounds, tastes, and experiences that can be 
had on board a boat. 

WHAT TO EXPECT
• More than 20 amazing itineraries for loca-

tions across the world
• A fresh, new approach to sailing
• Maps, images, accounts, and captain’s 

knowledge for each itinerary
• The highlights of each trip, including the 

food, experiences, sights, and people

THE SAILING COLLECTIVE  
is comprised of an energetic group of captains, 
culinary artists, and explorers with a shared 
enthusiasm for adventure. Their passion lies in 
curating journeys to the world’s most exotic 
locations, captained and crewed by talented 
professionals. 

R E L E A S E :  A P R I L  2 0 2 0  

Editors: gestalten &  
The Sailing Collective 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-997-2

SAILING THE SEAS

Sailing Voyages  
and Oceanic Getaways
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America is a hiker’s paradise: a patchwork 
of diverse wildlife, breathtaking vistas, 
and once-in-a-lifetime challenges, woven 
together by the nation’s countless trails. 
From the depths of the Grand Canyon to 
the slopes of Denali, the continent’s highest 
peak, Wanderlust USA takes you to the trail-
head of 30 unforgettable hikes. Follow long- 
distance adventurer Cam Honan as he guides  
the way through each trail’s terrain,  ecology, 
and history. Ranging from  day trips to ex-
tended backcountry excursions, there are 
hikes to suit both the experienced trekker 
and the enthusiastic newcomer. With expert 
advice and tales from the wilderness, over-
view maps, spectacular photography, and  
a bonus section highlighting 20 additional 
trails from around the country, Wanderlust 
USA is the ultimate guide to the great 
American hike.

CAM HONAN  
Described by Backpacker Magazine as the most 
travelled hiker on earth,” Cam Honan has 
trekked in 61 countries across six continents, 
logging more than 96,500 km (60,000 mi) over 
the last three decades. He documents his 
journeys on his blog, The Hiking Life, and has 
written two bestselling titles for gestalten—
Wanderlust and The Hidden Tracks.

“Multiday expeditions and day treks through 
America’s wild lands.” PUBLISHERS WEEKLY  

MOUNT MCGINNIS TRAIL The Panhandle ALASKA

To return to our tale of two sections, the rocky lookout over 
the massive river of ice is the turnaround point for the West 
Glacier Trail, but for those who plan to continue to the summit 
of McGinnis, this is where the hike really begins in earnest. The 
mountain’s apex is still another 3 km (2 mi) and about 853 m 
(2,800 ft) of elevation gain away. From here to the summit, the 
trail transforms into a sporadically marked route. Due to its  
exacting nature, it should only be attempted by fit and well-
equipped hikers (see info box) with a good sense of direction. 

Tracing the mountain’s eastern ridge, tree line is reached 
at approximately 701 m (2,300 ft). For the remainder of the  
ascent, the route passes through an enchanting alpine  
landscape of flowery meadows, picturesque ponds, lingering 
snowfields, and soothing streams. For those who would like 
to overnight on Mount McGinnis, this is the area in which to 
do so. Campsite options abound, with sunsets and sunrises 
from this lofty perch adding another dimension to an already 
classic hike. 

After approximately three to five hours of climbing, you will 
arrive at the top of Mount McGinnis. The 360-degree panorama 
is one of Alaska’s finest—which is saying a great deal. On a 
clear day, hikers can see Auke Bay, Douglas and Admiralty 
Islands, the Chilkat Range, the Juneau Icefield, and the star 
of this extraordinary ice-age production, Mendenhall Glacier. 
If you have spent any time traveling around the United States, 
the summit vista will confirm that Juneau is not only America’s 
most isolated state capital, but also its most scenic.

! Killer whales frequent Alaska’s bays and inlets 12 months a year. 
" Reflections on Auke Lake. 

285

! Mendenhall Ice Caves. 
" Aurora Borealis over Juneau. 

“Juneau is the sole 
capital city in the 
United States that 
can’t be reached by 
road. Cut off from  

the rest of Alaska by 
the Pacific Ocean, the 

Coast Range, and  
the Juneau Icefield,  

it’s only accessible by 
air or sea.”

Long-distance trekking, short day trips out of town, an  
extended weekend escapade: Wanderlust USA has it all.

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-985-9

The Great American Hike

WANDERLUST USA
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of mining. Set near the base of cliffs, the Crowns engine houses 
at Botallack cut striking figures. Levant Mine was one of the most 
successful mines in Cornwall, and copper, tin, and arsenic were ex-
tracted there; today its 1860s steam-powered beam engine can still 
be seen.   

Overlooked by mining buildings and cliffs covered by 
heathland that is painted yellow and purple by gorse and heather 
from late summer, Chapel Porth is a beach of note on a trail that 
includes a plethora of sandy stretches. This National Trust site is 
home to birds such as rock pipits, and there are small caves that 
can be visited at low tide.  

The show of color continues on the Lizard peninsula, 
an area featuring the southernmost point on mainland Britain, 
Lizard Point. In the region, hikers will notice serpentine, deep-
green rock with lines of red and white running through it. In the 
1800s, the stone was polished and was used for diverse purpos-
es, including for fireplaces. On the strenuous 16.7 km (10.4 mi.) 
walk from the Lizard to Coverack, there are also stiles made from 
the rock. Walkers should be careful, though—these look attrac-
tive but are very slippery when wet.      

Towns on the route have characteristics as varied 
as the path’s natural aspects: St Ives, which was once home to 
painters such as Barbara Hepworth and Ben Nicholson, remains a 

destination for art enthusiasts today; Padstow, a working fish-
ing port, has become renowned for its food culture; and Exeter, a 
large city, is the home of a fine Gothic cathedral. Planning in a few 
extra days to explore towns and villages in more detail is highly 
recommended.        

The South West Coast Path gives walkers of any abil-
ity a taste of England’s history, nature, and geology, and shows 
how all three are intertwined. Whether rock pooling at the edg-
es of long expanses of sand, marveling at red-and-white striped 
lighthouses on rocky outcrops, or trekking rugged coastline and 
gorse-lined tracks, hikers of all abilities will find one or more ac-
tivity to suit on this diverse trail.   |    

In over 1,000 km (621 mi.), it takes  
in ancient geological features 
and a range of flora and fauna 

while immersing travelers in the  
history of the region.

! Former tin-mine engine house near Chapel Porth in North Cornwall. 

GOOD TO KNOW

START/FINISH
 Minehead, Somerset
 Poole, Dorset 

SEASON
Year-round

ACCOMMODATION
Holiday cottages, hotels, hostels, B&Bs,
campsites.

HIGHLIGHTS
Durdle Door rock arch, Isle of Portland, 
Chapel Porth Beach, Jurassic Coast, and the 
Cornish Mining World Heritage sites. 

TIP
As the path crosses estuaries, rivers, and 
streams, travelers should check ferry  
schedules or tide tables for the relevant 
areas before setting off. Services and tide 
levels can vary with the season or time of 
day.   

BACKGROUND

DIGGING DEEPER Cornwall has a long 
mining heritage. The geological and geo-
morphological processes that created the 
county’s landscape mean that there is a rich 
selection of minerals. In days past, miners 
recognized where mineralization occurred 
through indicators such as plant species and 
the hardness or tone of rocks (for example, 
greens marked secondary copper minerals 
or reds iron). Tin and copper were the main 
targets for miners, though other substances 
such as zinc and arsenic were also sought 
after. Though the mining industry has for the 
most part died out today, there are World 
Heritage sites throughout the region tracing 
their history between 1700 and 1914. Visitors 
can see the distinctively shaped stone build-
ings and tour sites such as Geevor Tin Mine, 
where an extensive selection of machinery is 
on show.             

HELPFUL HINTS

SUSTENANCE Cream teas (tea with 
scones, clotted cream, and jam), fish and 
chips, and seafood are all culinary highlights 
of the West Country. Tired hikers might  
also find solace by making stops in pubs  
to sample locally brewed ales and the cider  
the region is renowned for.   

FLORA & FAUNA

SEA VIEWS Gazing out over the ocean 
waves, visitors might see grey seals or  
dolphins. In the summer, basking sharks 
can sometimes also be spotted off the  
headlands of West Cornwall. 

Westward Ho!
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Explore the world one step at a time—embark on trails 
that invite, inspire, and invigorate. Wanderlust presents 
the best walking routes with informative maps, 
practical tips, and captivating landscape photographs.

Hiking on Legendary Trails

WANDERLUST

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-901-9

Wanderlust explores legendary hiking trails in 
enchanting corners of the world. The short 
and long-distance walks from across the 
globe travel over a variety of terrain: thin 
ice and desert sands; coastal tracks and forest 
pathways. Be it around Tibet’s holy Mount 
Kailash, through the Virgin River in Utah, or 
over Iceland’s volcanic landscapes, they are 
vividly depicted through spectacular photog-
raphy and in-depth descriptions of the highs 
and lows of each route. 

With maps featuring noteworthy loca-
tions alongside background information and 
practical tips by Cam Honan, an expert who 
has hiked many of the trails, Wanderlust will 
suit both intrepid beginners and seasoned 
trekkers. For modern-day transcendentalists, 
or those who simply desire a casual break 
from concrete scenery, this volume allows 
readers to live vicariously through vivid por-
traits, or to use the trips as impetus for their 
own hiking journeys.

“A walker’s bible” ESCAPISM  
 

“Provides tips, depicts legendary routes 
including maps and stunning landscape 
photography.” LONELY PLANET TRAVELLER
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Discover magical remote locations that will help  
you disconnect from modern life and enter a state  
of wonder.

Editors: Debbie Pappyn &  
David De Vleeschauwer 
Features: Full color, linen hardcover,  
stitch bound, 312 pages,  
20.5 × 27 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-986-6

REMOTE PLACES  
TO STAY

The Most Unique Hotels  
at the End of the World

Silence. Calm. Open spaces. These are the 
new luxuries. In this turbulent era of disrup-
tion and noise, disconnecting and slowing 
down has become ever more crucial. Remote 
Places to Stay shares 22 out-of-the-way loca-
tions where you can get off the grid and 
reconnect to the essentials, surrounded by 
raw, pristine nature. Some remote places are 
only accessible by foot, others by mountain 
train, small boat, or bush plane—but they 
are all places with a very strong sense of 
space. From lavish to spare architecture, 
from the Arctic north to the desert land-
scapes of Africa, from a peaceful retreat in 
the Himalayas to a secret convento in the heel 
of Italy’s boot, each exceptional retreat has 
been carefully selected to inspire and spark 
a state of wonder. Exploring the pages of 
Remote Places to Stay is a visual journey you 
will never forget. 

DEBBIE PAPPYN & DAVID DE VLEESCHAUWER, 
journalist and photographer respectively, have 
been passionately exploring the world for 
more than a decade. They have visited over 
100 countries and their articles have appeared 
in publications including Monocle, Wallpaper*, 
The Financial Times, and National Geographic.  

“Selects the places in the world where time 
passes in a different way” 
CONDÉ NAST TRAVELER 
 

“Perfect for digital detox.”  

WIRED

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-955-2

The Hidden Tracks guides the reader along 
scenic trails, on adventures off the  
beaten track, and through pristine hiking 
destinations around the world. 

Wanderlust off   
the Beaten Path

THE HIDDEN TRACKS

Discover some of the world’s finest hiking 
destinations off the beaten path. Whether 
on a lonely island in the middle of Siberia’s 
Lake Baikal, among the singing dunes 
in Mongolia, or across the misty hills of 
Scotland—The Hidden Tracks takes you on a 
journey of a lifetime. Driven by the desire to 
expand their horizons, explorers and other 
outdoor enthusiasts have always looked to-
ward the paths less taken. 

The Hidden Tracks invites modern-day ad-
venturers to follow in their footsteps. Trails 
presented here range from long-distance 
walks that take you to the far reaches of the 
world to day hikes a few hours from home. 
Stunning photography, trail descriptions, 
and maps combine with detailed insider 
advice from Cam Honan, an expert hiker 
who has walked across 56 countries and six 
continents. 

This book is more than a visual explora-
tion—it is an invitation to pack your hiking 
boots and get outside.

“Handy insider tips to help future hikers 
inspired by Honan’s travels” 
THE INDEPENDENT 
 

“Highlights some of the most challenging and 
least-known hiking trails, as selected by expert 
Cam Honan” WIRED
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LAMBORGHINI 350GT

For a company that began its life building refrigerators 
to eventually create a Corvette-powered grand touring 
car, the spectacular Iso Grifo, was a moonshot. It took a 
while to get there, though. Renzo Rivolta had come from 
a long line of successful industrialists when he took over 
the company Isothermos, building appliances outside of 
Milan before and even during the Second World War. But 
Italy changed after the war and so did Italians: they needed 
cheap transportation, and they were flocking to the cities. 
The company diversified with mopeds and tiny scooters 
before Rivolta stepped in with the Isetta. 

Yes, hard to believe now, looking at the images of the 
sleek, long-tailed Grifo, and imagining it evolved from the 
car that everyone remembers from the eighties sitcom 
Family Matters. But the Isetta caused a stir across the 
country, and then the world, when it was unveiled in 1953: 
a clever little gumdrop of a car, with a single door, a single 
cylinder, and singular styling that resembled little else. To 
drum up money, Rivolta licensed the Isetta design across 
the world, and BMW famously built it to stay afloat. Iso 
even raced the little cars in the Mille Miglia, where they 
won first in their class—the economy run. 

Despite the licensing deals, the car never sold well. But 
Rivolta was ambitious. This was the age of the American-
powered European grand touring car, the likes of which 
blossomed in the sixties, an era we may never see the likes 
of again. Rivolta wanted a GT car that could actually be 
reliable, unlike the Italian and British cars he favored. And 
he was not above naming a car after himself.

For scholars of European sports cars, Giotto Bizzarrini 
is a recurring character: the talented engineer had start-
ed his career with Ferrari, clashed with Enzo, and left 
to go build his own car, but not before developing the 
famous Lamborghini V12 engine in between. In the early 
 sixties, before he was to unveil his own American-powered 
European grand touring car, he connected with Rivolta. It 
was the same year that Chevrolet introduced the  incredible 
second-generation Corvette Sting Ray, complete with a 
new small-block engine whose 300 horsepower broke new 
ground. Rivolta noticed.

With a 327 cubic-inch Corvette engine, the Iso Rivolta 
featured exactly eight times the cylinders of the Isetta. 
Bizzarrini praised the engine as better than Ferrari’s famed 
V12. Although the Rivolta and Corvette shared an engine, 

ISO GRIFO 
From bubble cars to  

one of the greatest grand tourers  
of its generation,  

Iso was nothing short of ambitious. 

24 / 25

BRUMMM is packed full of inspiration for 
everyone who loves the purr of a motorcycle 
engine. Bringing together the work of some 
of the best known photographers with fas-
cinating stories, this is a landmark publica-
tion in the field, documenting motorcycle 
culture across cultures and ages. BRUMMM 
is generously designed to showcase a range 
of styles and visual languages, making it a 
must-have for anyone who is passionate 
about motorcycles.

BRUMMM #3
Motorious Chronicles

Editors: Hermann Köpf &  
Christian Eusterhus
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-946-0

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

BRUMMM #1
Motorious Chronicles

Editors: Hermann Köpf &  
Christian Eusterhus
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-900-2

BRUMMM #2
Motorious Chronicles

Editors: Hermann Köpf &  
Christian Eusterhus
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-908-8

88

VOLKSWAGEN KARMANN GHIA TYPE 14 

For years, Aston Martin had sought victory at the 24 
Hours of Le Mans. It was the 1959 running of the famed 
endurance event, and Aston Martin had entered every year 
since 1931—every year, for 28 years. By the mid-1950s, the 
works team had the purpose-built DBR1 race car, a slew 
of talent, and successes at Spa and the Nürburgring. And 
yet, so far, to no avail at Le Mans. 

But the 1959 running promised to be a showdown: with 
its 250 Testa Rossa, along with previous winners Olivier 
Gendebien and Phil Hill—the first American to ever win 
in France—Ferrari was the defending champion. But Aston 
Martin had won at the Nürburgring, for the third year in 
a row. With Stirling Moss, Aston Martin quickly took the 
lead—but he and Jean Behra’s Ferrari traded positions 
long into the night. Behra was driving with Dan Gurney; 
in the other Ferrari, Hill and Gendebien. In another Aston 
Martin: the British driver Roy Salvadori, a Formula One 
star who had been with the team since 1953. Along with 
him, Carroll Shelby, just 36 years old, who had come from 
a stint of farming chickens outside Dallas, Texas, years 

before he would be known for leading Ford to victory at 
the exact same race. 

After nine hours of a healthy lead, the last Ferrari fell 
away from the pack. Reliability problems had doomed all 
three Testa Rossas, and Gendebien’s car seized its engine 
just that morning. The Ferrari defense was over. Shelby 
had been fighting a heart condition, bouts of dysentery, 
and carried a nitroglycerin pill under his tongue, just in 
case. He neglected to tell his team this. Salvadori drove 
for 14 out of 24 hours: he was trying to ward off the flu. 

The two sick drivers finally crossed the finish line in 
first place, with a second Aston Martin (drivers Maurice 
Trintignant and Paul Frère) behind. For the team that had 
been trying for close to three decades, a 1 – 2 finish was a 
dreamlike result. By the end of 1959, Aston Martin won 
the Constructors’ Championship. Aston Martin owner 
David Brown was ready and waiting at the finish line, 
dressed in his Sunday best. When his team returned to 
Gaydon, Warwickshire, he wanted to do something big, 
something to not only celebrate the victory but to reflect it 

ASTON MARTIN 
DB4 GT 

Once the fastest and most  
advanced production car in the world,  

the DB4 GT was born from  
Aston Martin’s finest 24 hours. 
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FACEL VEGA FACEL II

LA BELLE EPOCH, LA FIN  
DE FACEL
It was the glamorous ride of celebrities, royalty, and racing drivers. Facel’s swan song  
combined European elegance with American brute force, menacing and defiant to the end.

Twin stacked headlights cruising silently across rows of 
trees, the moon shining through the rolled-back canvas 
roof, the soft glow of Jaeger gauges below your deer-
skin-gloved hands. In pre-war France, grand touring took 
on its own form of high art: the curvaceous stylings of 
Delage, Delahaye, Bugatti, and Voisin were designed to 
capture the imagination when sighted in motion, up to and 
over 100 miles per hour. Always fast, but never in a hurry. 
May we never forget that the French essentially invented 
the automobile and indeed the long-distance road race; 
they may have also created haute cuisine and lovemaking, 
too, but that is a topic for a different day. 

The Facel Vega Facel II of 1962 was the culmination 
of a pre-war dream. It was the final car built by Facel, a 
company whose place in the grande routière tradition was 
unquestionable. Nearly every vehicle produced by Facel 
was hand-crafted, long and sleek like an optical illusion, 
rightly deserving of a spot alongside other illustrious pre-
war marques. Moreover, this last Facel was the sleekest and 
fastest of all, representing the ambitions of a man who had 
always envisioned great things for the automobile. Even 
throughout austerity and the hardships of war-torn Europe, 
among the microcars and wide-spread necessity for basic 
transportation, founder Jean Daninos—a flamboyant and 

One of the most beautiful 
grand tourers to emerge  
from France was also one  
of the fastest (opposite). 

The Facel II’s full-width 
dashboard was actually  
metal, hand-painted to  
mimic wood (above). 

Buckle up and enjoy a tour of the most stylish sports 
cars of the last 100 years—and the fascinating stories 
that made them icons of the road. 

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 336 pages,  
30 × 27 cm, 11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-988-0

BEAUTIFUL MACHINES

The Era of the  
Elegant Sports Car

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

PORSCHE 911
The Ultimate Sportscar 
as Cultural Icon 

Editors: gestalten & Ulf Poschardt 
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 40 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-687-2

GENTLEMEN,  
START YOUR ENGINES! 
The Bonhams Guide to  
Classic Sports & Race Cars 

Editors: gestalten & Jared Zaugg 
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 70 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-567-7

Editors: Hermann Köpf & Christian Eusterhus
Features: Full color, softcover, 192 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches 
Price: € 19.90 (D) £ 20 $ 30 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-980-4

Much more than a means of transportation, 
motorcycles are a way of life. Combining powerful 
stories with striking photography, BRUMMM has 
become the leading publication for the classic 
motorcycle community.

BRUMMM #4

Motorious Chronicles

Start your engines for a grand tour of the 
most stylish grand motoring automobiles 
ever created. Evoking an era when elegance, 
romance, and outright performance defined 
the automobile—and the fascinating stories 
that made them icons of the road. From the 
shark-inspired Maserati Ghibli to the fiery 
Lamborghini Miura, from European elegance 
with American firepower such as the Iso 
Grifo and Facel Vega to the groundbreaking 
designs of the Alfa Romeo Tipo 33 Stradale 
and Renault Alpine and the advanced tech-
nology behind the Jensen FF or Porsche 918 
Spyder—these cars are less transportation 
and more testaments to beauty, freedom, 
ambition, innovation, and speed. Beautiful 
Machines tells the stories of over 45 cars that 
defined the zeitgeist in thrilling detail, paired 
with gorgeous full-color photos in this lavish 
ode to the world’s greatest automobiles, and 
shows how the most successful grand tour-
ing cars became trailblazers for the mass-
production automotive industry in the past 
and for the future.
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THE CURRENT
New Wheels for  
the Post-Petrol Age

Editor: DicE Magazine
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
28 × 21.5 cm, 11 × 8 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-961-3

BORN-FREE
Motorcycle Show

RIDE OUT!
Motorcycle Roadtrips  
and Adventures 

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-957-6

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-890-6

Editors: gestalten & Paul d’Orléans
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 208 pages, 
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-956-9

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-889-0

[ Gentlemen ][ Rebel ]

Editors: Gestalten & Chris Hunter 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 352 pages, 30 × 27 cm,
11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 68 (US)
ISBN (Rebel Edition): 
978-3-89955-636-0

ISBN (Gentlemen Edition): 
978-3-89955-589-9

THE RIDE 2ND GEAR
New Custom Motorcycles  
and Their Builders

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 38 (D) £ 40 $ 49.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-652-0

VELO 3RD GEAR
Bicycle Culture  
and Stories

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-654-4

VELO CITY
Bicycle Culture  
and City Life 

By: Matias Corea
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-976-7

TWO WHEELS SOUTH 
A Motorcycle Adventure  
from Brooklyn to Ushuaia

Editors: gestalten, Thorsten Strüben &  
Jan Blumentritt 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-674-2

THE FLY FISHER 
The Essence and Essentials  
of Fly Fishing

By: Tim Voors
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 24.90 (D) £ 21.99 $ 30 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-977-4

THE GREAT ALONE
Walking the  
Pacific Crest Trail

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 44 (D) £ 45 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-592-9

LIVING UNDER THE SUN
Tropical Interiors  
and  Architecture

By: Martijn Doolaard 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 368 pages,  
24 × 32 cm, 9 ½ × 12 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-906-4

ONE YEAR ON A BIKE
From Amsterdam  
to Singapore

Editors: gestalten & Jeffrey Bowman 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-513-4

THE OUTSIDERS
New Outdoor  Creativity

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
22 × 28 cm, 9 × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-672-8

WILDSIDE
The Enchanted Life of Hunters  
and Gatherers

Editors: gestalten & Andrew Groves 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-653-7

SURF ODYSSEY
The Culture of  
Wave Riding

Editor: Indoek
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-907-1

SURF SHACKS
An Eclectic Compilation of  
Creative Surfers’ Homes from  
Coast to Coast and Overseas

Editors: gestalten & Jeffrey Bowman 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages, 
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-964-4

THE NEW OUTSIDERS
A Creative Life Outdoors
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Editors: gestalten & Sascha Friesike 
Preface: Jay Leno
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-928-6

IT’S A GAS!
The Allure of the 
Gas Station

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-938-5

Editors: gestalten & Jared Zaugg 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
30 × 27 cm, 11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 70 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-567-7

HIT THE ROAD
Vans, Nomads and 
Roadside Adventures

GENTLEMEN,  
START YOUR ENGINES! 
The Bonhams Guide to  
Classic Sports & Race Cars

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-594-3

Editors: gestalten & Jan Baedecker 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
30 × 27 cm, 11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-902-6

OFF THE ROAD
Explorers, Vans, and  
Life Off the Beaten Track

FAST FORWARD 
The Cars of the Future,
the Future of Cars

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 400 pages,  
30 × 27 cm, 11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-651-3

THE DRIVE
Custom Cars  
and Their Builders

Editors: gestalten & Ulf Poschardt 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 40 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-687-2

PORSCHE 911
The Ultimate Sportscar 
as Cultural Icon

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-916-3

ROCK THE BOAT
Boats, Cabins and Homes  
on the Water

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 224 pages, 24 × 28 cm, 
9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-558-5

THE NEW NOMADS
Temporary Spaces and  
a Life on the Move

HIDEOUTS
Grand Vacations  
in Tiny Getaways

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-655-1

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-466-3

ROCK THE SHACK
The Architecture of Cabins,  
Cocoons and Hide-Outs

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-663-6

THE HINTERLAND
Cabins, Love Shacks and 
Other Hide-Outs

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-545-5

HIDE AND SEEK
The Architecture of  
Cabins and Hide-Outs

Editors: gestalten & Clara Le Fort
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages, 
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-963-7

BON VOYAGE
Boutique Hotels for the Conscious 
Traveler

Preface by
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Pudis nonestium
et acessinte nones qui niti di ut ali (sidan 144).

PUMPKIN

Pudis nonestiumet acessinte nones qui niti di ut alia ips-
umque rem harum aut etur? Quibus esenient alit volute 
cuptae ex eumet dit, quatur, ut volorer upienis serio. 
Icatem fugitibus exped ut ea perepre rnatectesto volesto 
bersper atiisquam volorunt lacea nobis maxim re, quam 
evel et perunt provit, aut quo commolu pienisqui dolup-
ta tiaspitatur? Ulparia verro cupta vel il iuntias rectium, 
quis diciis porectorio. Ad eumquodis quae. Onem. Uda il 
millupta natias ne cuptam faccus ut optiant, essunto que 
ini beriberepuda nos dolestio excearum et, quis conse-
quis pratem assendae pe sequo ommoluptur, temporem 
si dolorem fugiaessin porum res pre parias denihitas 
duci nihil et vidi ipidionsed qui remod quid es esequi 
nonsere rchille ntiberro quam harum eat.

Qui dolum veliquid eium facesse aut id unt et qui 
doloraes ma nam vit eate prae doluptatiae nem qua-
tem eaque si ute nusa nis precepe litatii stemquates 
ea nulparciis maioreiuntia dolorecus sandips anihil is 
expliquia si sum, nitae voloruptatet officieni se optas mo 
eum volorit is molor anti blacia quist mi, sit odi comnis 
es as maxim sit lit et volor anto et eum alita sunt labore 
prat et et ditis alique deles quo dolupta ipsunt est harum 
experovid eatur? Etur, ullabo. Tur rates voluptati dus am 
qui cum ex est qui to in consecabore nestiandae nosam 
et doluptiunt.

DOLORAES 
Qui dolum veliquid eium faces-
se aut id unt et qui doloraes 
ma nam vit eate prae dolupta-
tiae nem quatem eaque si ute 
nusa nis precepe litatii .

QUI DOLUM 
veliquid eium facesse aut id 
unt et qui doloraes ma nam 
vit eate prae doluptatiae nem 
quatem eaque si ute nusa nis 
precepe litatii Qui dolum veli-
quid eium facesse aut id unt et 
qui doloraes ma nam vit

QUATEM
Qui dolum veliquid eium faces-
se aut id unt et qui doloraes 
ma nam vit eate prae dolupta-
tiae nem quatem eaque si ute 
nusa nis precepe litatii.
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LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT  
AMET

LORUM
ipsum dipsum

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing.

M Nullam quis antet

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing.

M Nullam quis anten

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing.

Maecenas nec odiod

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus.

Odio

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing.

SMAKSATT MOS
✤ Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet

✤ Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet

✤ Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet

✤ Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam 
ultricies nisi vel augue.

✤ Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam

✤ Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam

Maecenas nec odior

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing.

Maecenas nec odior

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing.

Maecenas nec odioe

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing.

Maecenas nec odioe

Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing.

Pudis nonestium
et acessinte nones qui niti di ut ali (sidan 14).
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Pudis nonestiumet acessinte nones qui niti di ut alia 
ipsumque rem harum aut etur? Quibus esenient alit vo-
lute cuptae ex eumet dit, quatur, ut volorer upienis serio. 
Icatem fugitibus exped ut ea perepre rnatectesto volesto 
bersper atiisquam volorunt lacea nobis maxim re, quam 
evel et perunt provit, aut quo commolu pienisqui dolup-
ta tiaspitatur? Ulparia verro cupta vel il iuntias rectium, 
quis diciis porectorio. Ad eumquodis quae. Onem. Uda il 
millupta natias ne cuptam faccus ut optiant, essunto que 
ini beriberepuda nos dolestio excearum et, quis conse-
quis pratem assendae pe sequo ommoluptur, temporem 
si dolorem fugiaessin porum res pre parias denihitas 
duci nihil et vidi ipidionsed qui remod quid es esequi 
nonsere rchille ntiberro quam harum eat.

Qui dolum veliquid eium facesse aut id unt et qui do-
loraes ma nam vit eate prae doluptatiae nem quatem ea-
que si ute nusa nis precepe litatii stemquates ea nulpar-
ciis maioreiuntia dolorecus sandips anihil is expliquia si 
sum, nitae voloruptatet officieni se optas mo eum volorit 
is molor anti blacia quist mi, sit odi comnis es as maxim 
sit lit et volor anto et eum alita sunt labore prat et et ditis 
alique deles quo dolupta ipsunt est harum experovid 
eatur? Etur, ullabo. Tur rates voluptati dus am qui cum 
ex est qui to in consecabore nestiandae nosam et dol-
uptiunt dolorro quam, occum deliquia sum fugit dolorro 
venit aniet, ommodi que dolorib usciis evendignam, 
quisincipsae pos modis eostorro beatemp orerae nam, 
voluptat aut del maximent ulpa nus aut ducid quodion 
sequost labo. Rem que nes nis necabor ibeatumenda 
doluptas andes sum et vel iur, ea que volor aspel impore 
videse verferum quaeperum estiur simil idenihicae nu 
Os sus etur, qui sant volupta sperferrovid quatisquia

DOLORAES 
Qui dolum veliquid eium faces-
se aut id unt et qui doloraes 
ma nam vit eate prae dolupta-
tiae nem quatem eaque si ute 
nusa nis precepe litatii.

QUI DOLUM 
veliquid eium facesse aut id 
unt et qui doloraes ma nam 
vit eate prae doluptatiae nem 
quatem eaque si ute nusa 
nis precepe litatii Qui dolum 
veliquid eium facesse aut id 
unt et qui doloraes ma nam 
vit eate prae doluptatiae nem 
quatem eaque si ute nusa nis 
precepe litatii.

QUATEM
Qui dolum veliquid eium faces-
se aut id unt et qui doloraes 
ma nam vit eate prae dolupta-
tiae nem quatem eaque si ute 
nusa nis precepe litatii.

Pudis nonestium
et acessinte nones qui niti di ut ali (sidan 14).
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Pudis nonestium
et acessinte nones qui niti di ut ali.

DOLORAES 
Qui dolum veliquid eium faces-
se aut id unt et qui doloraes 
ma nam vit eate prae dolupta-
tiae nem quatem eaque si ute 
nusa nis precepe litatii.

QUI DOLUM 
veliquid eium facesse aut id 
unt et qui doloraes ma nam vit 
eate prae doluptatiae ne.

QUATEM
Qui dolum veliquid eium faces-
se aut id unt et qui doloraes 
ma nam vit eate prae. se aut id 
unt et qui doloraes ma nam vit 
eate prae.

PARSLEY ROOT

Pudis nonestiumet acessinte nones qui niti di ut alia ips-
umque rem harum aut etur? Quibus esenient alit volute 
cuptae ex eumet dit, quatur, ut volorer upienis serio. 
Icatem fugitibus exped ut ea perepre rnatectesto volesto 
bersper atiisquam volorunt lacea nobis maxim re, quam 
evel et perunt provit, aut quo commolu pienisqui dolup-
ta tiaspitatur? Ulparia verro cupta vel il iuntias rectium, 
quis diciis porectorio. Ad eumquodis quae. Onem. Uda il 
millupta natias ne cuptam faccus ut optiant, essunto que 
ini beriberepuda nos dolestio excearum et, quis conse-
quis pratem assendae pe sequo ommoluptur, temporem 
si dolorem fugiaessin porum res pre parias denihitas 
duci nihil et vidi ipidionsed qui remod quid es esequi 
nonsere rchille ntiberro quam harum eat.

Qui dolum veliquid eium facesse aut id unt et qui do-
loraes ma nam vit eate prae doluptatiae nem quatem ea-
que si ute nusa nis precepe litatii stemquates ea nulpar-
ciis maioreiuntia dolorecus sandips anihil is expliquia si 
sum, nitae voloruptatet officieni se optas mo eum volorit 
is molor anti blacia quist mi, sit odi comnis es as maxim 
sit lit et volor anto et eum alita sunt labore prat et et 

ditis alique deles quo dolupta ipsunt est harum ex-
perovid eatur? Etur, ullabo. Tur rates voluptati dus am 
qui cum ex est qui to in consecabore nestiandae nosam 
et doluptiunt dolorro quam, occum deliquia sum fugit 
dolorro venit aniet, ommodi que dolorib usciis evendig-
nam, quisincipsae pos modis eostorro beatemp orerae 
nam.

Be kind to yourself and the environment with this  
book of tasty and simple vegetable-based recipes to 
prepare at home.

EAT YOUR GREENS!

22 Ways to Cook a Carrot, 
20 Methods of Preparing 
Brussels Sprouts, and 
768 Other Delicious Recipes 
to Save the Planet 

S A M P L E  C O V E R 

By: Anette Dieng &  
Ingela Persson 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 184 pages,  
18 × 24 cm, 7 × 9 ½ inches 
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-999-6

R E  L E A S E  :  F  E B R U A  RY  2 0 2 0  

If you’re not a fan of eating your greens and 
struggling to hit your five a day, this collec-
tion of recipes will transform you into a 
veggie believer. With more than 800 concise, 
uncomplicated ways to make your meals 
more green-focused, you’ll be swapping out 
boiled carrots for broccoli roasted with gar-
lic, chili, cashew nuts, and soy sauce quicker 
than you can say kale. With chapters focus-
ing on single vegetables, Eat Your Greens! 
helps you get to know the raw materials, 
explaining when they’re in season, how best 
to store them, and what ingredients they 
work well with. And given the simplicity of 
the instructions, even the most kitchen-
phobic will be converted.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Hundreds of green-focused recipes for

people who want to eat more healthily
• Ideas for dishes that work well by them-

selves or as sides
• Short, simple methods of preparation
• Tips on how to get the most out of your

vegetables

ANETTE DIENG  
worked as a chef before starting Ekolådan, 
Sweden’s top vegetable-delivery-box company. 
Today, she is a writer who is passionate about 
helping people understand how food can be 
produced in a sustainable way.  

INGELA PERSSON  
is a chef and restaurateur who writes recipes 
for Ekolådan.
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PÉTONCLE
L E  MO U S S O  —  A N T ONIN  MO U S SE AU - RIVA RD

To serve a single scallop at Montreal’s Le Mousso, chef Antonin  
Mousseau-Rivard creates a tableau that lends the humble bivalve an element of 
mystery. To achieve such a haunting effect, the chef first puts a bit of oil at the 
bottom of the bowl and covers it with ice. The scallop is seared and placed on top, 
anointed with spicy XO sauce, and garnished with edible flowers called tagetes. 
Finally, liquid nitrogen is poured over the dish, which diffuses the smell of the oil 
and primes the diner’s taste buds. The orange petals offer the dish a bit of playful 
color and warmth, bringing to mind the arrival of spring atop a chalky cliff.

Plating—the art of presenting food on the plate—is 
brought to life for amateurs and pros alike, with 
spectacular photography and how-to’s for creating 
a visual feast with exquisitely arranged dishes.

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 256 pages, 
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-987-3

STORY ON A PLATE

The Delicate Art 
of Plating Dishes

Editors: gestalten & Borderless Co. 
Features: Full color, linen quarter-binding,  
hardcover, stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-947-7

Editors: gestalten & Food Studio
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-918-7

NORDIC BY NATURE
Nordic Cuisine and Culinary 
Excursions

FARMLIFE
From Farm to Table 
and New Country Culture

By: Markus Sämmer
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 272 pages, 
20 × 27 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-650-6

DELICIOUS WINTERTIME 
The Cookbook for  
Cold Weather Adventures 

By: Markus Sämmer
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
20 × 27 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-948-4

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
120 Recipes for  
Adventure Cooking

STAY FOR BREAKFAST
Recipes for 
Every Occasion

Editors: gestalten & Simone Hawlisch 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 192 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-643-8

Editors: gestalten & David Haliva 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-642-1

DIVINE FOOD
Israeli and Palestinian Food  
Culture and Recipes
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   QUICK & EASY
PISTACHIO ICE CREAM

B A BY LON S T OREN

This pistachio ice cream is the embodiment of simplicity. Three ingre-
dients—heavy cream, condensed milk, and pistachio essence—are combined in an 
electric mixer and then frozen for several hours. The ice cream’s presentation is 
suitably minimal: its most complicated step is removing pollen from an arum lily. 
After the lily is cleaned and dried, a piece of wax paper is placed on its petals to 
prevent direct contact with the ice cream. Fresh Cape gooseberries and a rose are 
then arranged somewhat sparingly around the lily, creating a canvas whose form 
and colors recall both Robert Mapplethorpe’s photographs of lilies and Georgia 
O’Keeffe’s flower paintings.

VISUAL FEAST
Contemporary Food Staging  
and Photography

Editor: gestalten
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-695-7

Delicious food lives through presentation 
as much as taste, and creatively displaying 
food on a plate can turn a great dish into an 
artwork. In plating, a dish of food is trans-
formed into a feast for the senses. Playing 
with contrasting textures, color hues, and 
aromas, this is a skillful culinary art that 
spans global cuisine.

Story O n A Plate introduces world  
renowned chefs and food stylists who guide 
you through the process of plating, step-
by-step, from main dishes and appetizers 
to desserts. Story On A Plate opens up this 
gastronomic art form for both the amateur 
chef at home and the pro, and allows you to 
imaginatively and skillfully serve your own 
culinary creations.

“Invites you to learn and use simple 
techniques.” HOLLAND HERALD 

 

“An ode to gastronomy and to the delicate art 
of decorating dishes.” WOMAN MADAME FIGARO

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

THE DELICIOUS
A Companion to 
New Food Culture

Editors: gestalten & Giulia Pines
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-585-1

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 38 (D) £ 35 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-969-9

DELICIOUS PLACES
New Food Culture,  
Restaurants, and Interiors

Editor: gestalten  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-930-9

APPETIZER
New Interiors for  
Restaurants and Cafés
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In a society that values its farmers as much as its 
merchants, it’s no wonder DE KAS has become  
such a popular lunch destination for local business-
men and foreign foodies alike. Located in an 
eight- meter-high glass greenhouse, it incorporates 
the main restaurant, a conservatory, garden  
room, and bar. Surrounded by the greenery of 
Frankendael park and the restaurant’s own potager 
garden, it feels more like dining in the countryside. 
The food is exactly what you’d expect: fresh, 
homegrown ingredients served haute cuisine–style. 
At equally haut ENVY on Prinsengracht, the 
emphasis is on an ever-changing journey where 
small gourmet dishes are presented in succession 
or even simultaneously as part of an adventurous 
tasting tour. Whether you go paired or unpaired, 
the restaurant’s long, high tables provide the  
ideal opportunity to dine alone or share alike.

A city’s clubs often give a clue to its soul and  
even though legendary venues RoXY and the iT 
have come and gone, there’s no lack of opportunity 
to dance in Amsterdam. CLUB NL provides  
a cross-section on an intimate scale and  
has a tolerant, unpretentious door policy that is  
as good for I’m neither nor as I’m either or.  
Whatever your status, standing, or orientation, 
Club NL will respect. Since the 1980s, 
Amsterdam’s LGBTQ community has found a 
home in the noncommercial foundation DE TRUT. 

Initially a squatted basement, it soon became an 
institution. Only open on Sunday evenings, it’s run 
entirely by volunteers who keep the prices down. 
Its policy of no phones or cameras also provides  
a safe haven for all types and tastes, while the DJ 
skips through genres like profiles on a dating app.

Not every bar can boast that they have a 
replica of their establishment in its city museum, 
but then CAFÉ ‘T MANDJE isn’t your average venue. 
The café, the real one on the Zeedijk, owes  
its enduring existence to the owner’s welcoming 
attitude toward the gay community of the time. 
From its 1927 heyday to its recent reopening  
by a family member, it’s as if nothing has 
changed. Over at DOOR 74, the cocktails make  
the conversation. A small 1920s-inspired 
 speakeasy with a secretive reservation policy and 
hidden entrance, you can cozy away the evening 
in an alcove or watch the professionals perform at 
the bar. Whether your taste goes to classic or 
experimental, it has an answer—or try your luck 
with its cocktail wheel selector game.

Surrounded by its own 
garden, it feels more like 
dining in the countryside. 

There’s no lack of 
opportunity to dance  
in Amsterdam.

Shaken and not stirred—Baut serves up a healthy repertoire 
of cocktails and mixers.

The great thing about Baut is that, while the menu stays the 
same, the décor changes with every venue.

Tucked away on the narrow Sint Nicolaasstraat, 
you’ll find KAAGMAN & KORTEKAAS. This table- 
d’hôte brasserie might be French inspired, but its 
dishes are guided by local produce—proof  
that the dynamic duo behind it are just as close  
to their humble homeland as to international  
culinary culture. Thanks to nearby ANNA, a visit  
to Amsterdam’s sinful red-light district doesn’t  
always have to include rent boys or bachelor 
parties. With an entrance on Warmoesstraat and 
incongruous views of the Oude Kerk, nothing  
else contradicts the culinary reliability of this 
modern European restaurant, aptly named after the 
patron saint of sailors and unmarried women.

Another reliable stop, the GEORGE family of 
restaurants scattered around the city are a depend-
able, emergency go-to. Part brasserie, part diner, 
they serve up daytime favorites from burgers and 
French toast, to boeuf bourguignon and lobster 
linguine. Whether at the original GEORGE CAFÉ  
on Leidsegracht, the Italian-styled SAN GEORGE on 
Stadhouderskade, or the plushy GEORGETTE  
in fashion-focused PC Hooftstraat, you’ll find each 
has a unique take on the same staples. Last  
but not least is IZAKAYA in the vibrant De Pijp area. 
Japanese cuisine often has a day-to-night vibe, 
 and that’s exactly the point here, with lunch served 
from the same dinner menu of small tantalizing 
dishes, taking you up to cocktail hour and beyond.

The greenhouses that provide the backdrop for the De Kas 
restaurant once belonged to the Amsterdam Municipal Nursery.

To the south of the city, George Marina has a menu known 
for its fresh fish and seafood dishes.

A modern city has to have its share of urban 
invention. In Amsterdam, this is clearly visible at  
DE HALLEN, the historic former tram depot in 
 Oud-West, which has been transformed into a hub  
of street food stalls, a cinema, 55-room hotel,  
and public library. Another urban invention, the 
 migra tory BAUT—part restaurant, part culture 
club—moves location intermittently as part of its 
“forever temporary” philosophy. Giving new mean-
ing to defunct spaces, its post-apocalyptic industrial 
look is a mix of hand-me-down 1980s office furniture 
and pawn-shop finds all assembled canteen style.  
The food, from an intelligently composed menu, is as 
unpretentious and unconventional as its locations.
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As a charity venue for the old and poor ironically 
turned upmarket hotel, THE DYLAN is a one-stop, 
sumptuous, central hideaway. Although home to  
a more conservative, older crowd, everything spells 
sexy seclusion, from the quiet restaurant to the 
minimalist-styled rooms where you can focus on the 
one you’re with. At the in-house Michelin-starred 
restaurant Vinkeles, the menu is a contrasting  
and nouveau blend of Eastern flavors and continen-
tal French dishes, while breakfast or brunch is 
served almost all day at brasserie Occo, which makes 
a killer brioche, poached egg, hollandaise, and  
crab dish they call Eggs Alaska—ask for it by name.

Culture goes contemporary at the 
CONSERVATORIUM HOTEL just off Museumplein, 
where Italian architect Piero Lissoni has  
installed a modern hotel in the former home of the 
Conservatorium van Amsterdam—now a  
favorite destination for design snobs as much as 
celebrity spotters. Its signature bar Tunes is a 
popular weekend haunt where guests dress the part 
and mingle around its central bar table or scan  
the crowd from a sumptuous booth. If iconic design 
is your thing, the ART’OTEL overlooking Centraal 
Station is an equally good fit. A large early- 
twentieth-century office block turned multipurpose 
hospitality venue, its art gallery, restaurant, bar,  
and library combine to create a buzzing of social 
interactivity. Although these spaces are designated, 
they remain connected through the clever use  
of semitransparent partitioning, which means you  
can have a drink at the 5&33 cocktail bar and  
still keep your eye on that guy at the gallery. The 

kitchen’s Mediterranean-inspired all-day dining 
maintains this super-smooth continuity down to the 
olive oil and the sassy Italian waiters.

Traditionally, Amsterdam isn’t the royal seat of 
the Netherlands, but HOTEL TWENTYSEVEN, across 
from the Koninklijke Paleis on the Dam, probably 
could be. Situated in the old Koninklijke Industrieele 
Groote Club built in 1916, it’s inherited all the 
smoky, plush ambiance of the era and then some. 

Famously free-spirited, laid-back, and livable, its ancient canals 
lined with art galleries, cafes, and edgy restaurants.

Akasha Holistic Wellbeing, a luxury spa at the 
Conservatorium Hotel, with hamman and gym.

The noblest materials and swathes of luxury textiles in bronze, 
copper, and gold fill the suites at Hotel TwentySeven.

A glass-enclosed lobby at Conservatorium 
surpasses all others with its sleek styling.

With literally every surface covered, polished or 
gilded, the mise-en-scène is part Mata Hari,  
part King Midas—a level of ostentatious opulence 
that has not been seen in Amsterdam since the 
Golden Age. In contrast, the picturesque Jordaan 
area was a seventeenth-century response by the  
city to the influx of laborers and immigrants. Here, 
you’ll find the industrial-nostalgic MR. JORDAAN, 
catering to urban explorers interested in an 
 authentic insider experience and an unfussed style 
that’s more hands-on than hip hotel. 

Trends aside, hotels are becoming more conscious 
of their environmental impact, and Amsterdam’s 
QO HOTEL is challenging it on another level—in fact, 
on an underground level with a thermal aquifer. 
Energy consumption and waste are the main concerns 
addressed by this venue, which succeeds in combining 
luxury accommodation with sustainability goals. Its 
gray-water system, which allows shower waste to  
be reused for flushing toilets, is just one example.

Editors: gestalten & Kash Bhattacharya
Features: Full color, flexicover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
17 × 22.5 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-684-1

Hostels are more fun! Would you like to 
 explore cities with like-minded people when 
you travel? Live the local life, and take part in 
communal activities? A new wave of  hostels 
is offering just that, with an extra shot of ser-
vice and comfort. From outdoor swimming 
pools to rooftop dinners, coworking spaces 
to Spanish cooking  lessons, the services and 
facilities on offer are outstanding. 

The Grand Hostels will provide you with 
insights beyond just price and location. The 
hostels featured are perfect for foodies, out-
doors-types, and digital nomads alike, as well 
as for anyone going on a short city break. 

Award-winning journalist Kash Bhatta charya, 
a. k. a. BudgetTraveller, reveals his secret tips 
on where to find luxury hostels across the 
world, and how to eat out, party or unwind 
like a true local. Turn your travels into experi-
ences to remember for a lifetime.

KASH BHATTACHARYA  
The 2016 National Geographic Traveller  
Blogger of the Year, Kash Bhattacharya a. k. a 
BudgetTraveller has revolutionized travel  
for style-savvy and budget-conscious travelers 
for the last nine years. Whether profiling  
a luxury hostel in Madrid or Tokyo, or showing 
people where to find the best authentic 
streetfood in a city, he’s written about it all  
on his award-winning blog BudgetTraveller.org.

“From India to Peru, all these places  
offer boutique-hotel touches at budget  
prices.” THE GUARDIAN

“As the number of savvy global travelers 
skyrockets, it’s little surprise that hostels have 
had to grow up in the design department.” AD 

 

“The coolest hostels around the world” 

CONDÉ NAST TRAVELLER UK

Stylish travel on a budget? It’s possible:  
today’s best hostels are stylish, affordable and  
more fun and open-minded to boot. This is what  
The Grand Hostels is all about.

Luxury Hostels of the World
by BudgetTraveller

THE GRAND HOSTELS

Knowing where to go is half the journey. For 
discerning gay men who love to travel in style, 
insider tips go a long way. 

Mr Hudson Explores is a curated guide to 20 
of the Northern Hemisphere’s most interest-
ing cities—vibrant locations where style, cul-
ture, hospitality, and identity meet. Journey 
off the beaten path to discover exquisite 
frescos in Rome, voguing parties in Portland, 
cutting-edge street fashion in Japan, and the 
tastiest food in Tel Aviv. Find the choicest 
Nordic design in Stockholm, San Francisco’s 
wildest street parties, and the best tea shop 
in Shanghai. Revel in beauty and diversity 
that goes beyond nightlife, and meet new, 
like-minded people along the way. Featuring 
striking photography, in-depth features, and 
interviews with charismatic locals, Mr Hudson 
Explores is the ideal travel companion to help 
you delve into uncharted cities or to rediscover 
old favorites with new eyes. 

MR HUDSON
is a pioneering travel site for discerning gay  
men, it offers curated guides for carefully  
selected global destinations, backed-up  
by in-depth features. It is the brain-child of 
Bastiaan Ellen, a seasoned digital marketing 
expert who has held senior international  
positions at various travel brands.

“Highlights the beautiful, authentic, and diverse 
places LGBTQ travelers seek out”  
ION MAGAZINE 

 
“The most accessible travel guide in its genre.”  
KNACK WEEKEND

The travel guide for gay men who want to explore  
in style. Mr Hudson Explores collects the best 
recommendations for the most alluring destinations, 
and offers insights beyond just nightlife.

Editors: gestalten & Mr Hudson
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
17 × 22.5 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-974-3

The Gay Man’s Travel 
Companion 

MR HUDSON  
EXPLORES
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By: Monocle
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon bookmark,  
148 pages, 14 × 21 cm, 5 ½ × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 18 (D) £ 15 $ 18 (US)
NEW ISBN: 978-3-89955-875-3

There’s the food, the culture, the architecture, 
the art—Notre Dame, Montmartre and the 
Louvre—and then there’s the side of Paris  
you’ve never seen, until now.

THE MONOCLE  
TRAVEL GUIDE SERIES
Paris By: Monocle

Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon bookmark,  
148 pages, 14 × 21 cm, 5 ½ × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 18 (D) £ 15 $ 18 (US)
NEW ISBN: 978-3-89955-877-7

A parade through London’s outposts of good 
food, design, retail, and more, this definitive 
travel guide will make you feel like a local.

THE MONOCLE  
TRAVEL GUIDE SERIES
London 
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This book is a celebration of all the Monocle team 
know and love about New York and it takes you 
beyond the obvious spots.

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon bookmark,  
148 pages, 14 × 21 cm, 5 ½ × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 18 (D) £ 15 $ 18 (US)
NEW ISBN: 978-3-89955-878-4

THE MONOCLE  
TRAVEL GUIDE SERIES
New York 

Hong Kong is a global hub that welcomes 
visitors. This travel guide goes beyond the 
traditional tourist beats to make sure you  
get the best out of the city.

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon bookmark,  
148 pages, 14 × 21 cm, 5 ½ × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 18 (D) £ 15 $ 18 (US)
NEW ISBN: 978-3-89955-876-0

THE MONOCLE  
TRAVEL GUIDE SERIES
Hong Kong 
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LONDON 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Nelly Gocheva
ISBN: 978-3-89955-877-7

TOKYO 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Nelly Gocheva
ISBN: 978-3-89955-574-5

MADRID 
Editors: Tyler Brulé,  
Andrew Tuck, Nelly Gocheva
ISBN: 978-3-89955-624-7

NEW YORK 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Nelly Gocheva
ISBN: 978-3-89955-878-4

HONG KONG 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Nelly Gocheva
ISBN: 978-3-89955-876-0

BANGKOK 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Nelly Gocheva
ISBN: 978-3-89955-633-9

ISTANBUL 
Editors:Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Sophie Grove,  
Christopher Lord
ISBN: 978-3-89955-623-0

MIAMI 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Ed Stocker
ISBN: 978-3-89955-632-2

RIO DE JANEIRO 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-634-6

PARIS 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-875-3

VIENNA 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-662-9

SINGAPORE 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-622-3

LOS ANGELES 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-680-3

TORONTO 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-683-4

BERLIN 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-679-7 

ROME 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-681-0 

STOCKHOLM 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-904-0 

VENICE 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-903-3 

LISBON 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-922-4 

AMSTERDAM 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-905-7 

MUNICH 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-925-5 

HONOLULU 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-660-5

SYDNEY 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-659-9

COPENHAGEN 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-682-7
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KYOTO 27
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-924-8 

BEIRUT 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-944-6

SEOUL 28
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-943-9

BARCELONA 29
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-945-3

MILAN 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-923-1

SAN FRANCISCO 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-921-7

MELBOURNE 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-951-4

MEXICO CITY 32
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-949-1

HELSINKI 35
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard

ISBN: 978-3-89955-960-6

ZÜRICH  
GENEVA + BASEL 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
ISBN: 978-3-89955-958-3

ATHENS 34
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard

ISBN: 978-3-89955-959-0

33

HAMBURG
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard

ISBN: 978-3-89955-970-5

36

CHICAGO
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon bookmark,  
148 pages, 14 × 21 cm, 
5 ½ × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 18 (D) £ 15 $ 18 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-971-2

MARRAKECH 39
TANGIER+CASABLANCA 
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon bookmark,  
148 pages, 14 × 21 cm, 
5 ½ × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 18 (D) £ 15 $ 18 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-972-9

37

38BRUSSELS + ANTWERP
Editors: Tyler Brûlé,  
Andrew Tuck, Joe Pickard
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon bookmark,  
148 pages, 14 × 21 cm, 
5 ½ × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 18 (D) £ 15 $ 18 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-973-6 
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At the core of Startup Guide is the belief 
that as more and more people start their 
own businesses, the world of work is 
changing. To help entrepreneurs navigate 
startup communities across the globe and 
connect with locals, each guidebook gives 
a comprehensive overview of the city’s eco-
system. The books are co-created with the 
community in each city, and feature the 
top startups, entrepreneurs, investors, pro-
grams, schools, and coworking spaces. 
Startup Guide now has over 20 books fea-
turing cities across Europe, the Middle 
East, Asia, and the US, including Berlin, 
New York, and Singapore. Startup Guide 
also produces online content and has stores 
in Berlin, Lisbon, and Copenhagen. Each 
guide has essential information about the 
local ecosystem, as well as insights, how-
to’s, inspirational case studies, and tips 
from entrepreneurs and experts. The books 
are split into seven main sections:

Startups: Innovative businesses,  
usually under three-years old, challenging 
the status quo. 

Programs: Ambitious accelerator and 
incubator programs which help startups 
refine their product and make connections. 

Spaces: Popular coworking hubs (both 
new and established) where entrepreneurs 
can grow.

Experts: Established individuals and 
organizations with valuable advice and  
insight for young businesses.

Founders: In-depth Q&As with sea-
soned entrepreneurs who have founded 
companies in the past.

Schools: Well-known schools, colleges, 
and educational programs specifically  
tailored to entrepreneurs. 

Investors: Firms and organizations that 
support entrepreneurs, including what they 
look for in startups.

Packed with city essentials, practical info, in-depth interviews, 
and insightful tips, Startup Guide aims to guide, empower, and 
inspire people to transform their business ideas into reality.

STARTUP GUIDE 

The Entrepreneur’s 
Handbook By: Startup Guide

Features: Full color, softcover,  
17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 20 (D) £ 15 $ 20 (US)

STARTUP GUIDE  
TOKYO
200 pages 
ISBN: 978-3-947624-26-3

STARTUP GUIDE  
BANGKOK
200 pages 
ISBN: 978-3-947624-24-9

STARTUP GUIDE  
CAPE TOWN
200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-12-6

STARTUP GUIDE  
BERLIN VOL. 4
248 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-07-2

STARTUP GUIDE  
CAIRO
200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-18-8

STARTUP GUIDE  
COPENHAGEN VOL.2
224 pages
ISBN: 978-87-93412-06-4

STARTUP GUIDE  
FRANKFURT
260 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-09-6

STARTUP GUIDE  
HAMBURG
192 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-02-7

STARTUP GUIDE  
JOHANNESBURG
200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-17-1

STARTUP GUIDE  
LISBON
212 pages
ISBN: 978-87-93412-03-3

N
E

WSTARTUP GUIDE  
SALT LAKE CITY
ca. 200 pages
ISBN: 978-87-947624-29-4

STARTUP GUIDE  
LOS ANGELES
200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-13-3

N
E

WSTARTUP GUIDE  
BARCELONA
ca. 200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-25-6

STARTUP GUIDE  
MADRID
204 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-15-7

STARTUP GUIDE  
MIAMI
244 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-10-2

STARTUP GUIDE  
MUNICH VOL.2
212 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-14-0

STARTUP GUIDE  
NEW YORK
268 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-06-5

STARTUP GUIDE  
NORDICS
328 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-05-8

N
E

WSTARTUP GUIDE  
SWITZERLAND
ca. 288 pages
ISBN: 978-87-947624-28-7

STARTUP GUIDE  
OSLO
208 pages
ISBN: 978-87-93412-04-0

STARTUP GUIDE  
PARIS VOL. 2
200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-19-5

STARTUP GUIDE  
SINGAPORE
240 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-11-9

STARTUP GUIDE  
STOCKHOLM VOL.2
204 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-04-1

N
E

WSTARTUP GUIDE  
BRUSSELS
ca. 200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-27-0

N
E

WSTARTUP GUIDE  
AMSTERDAM
ca. 200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-20-1

STARTUP GUIDE  
VALENCIA
196 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947624-08-9

STARTUP GUIDE  
VIENNA
228 pages
ISBN: 978-87-93412-08-8
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